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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this research m a  to e l o r e  adolescent 

girls' mcperisrices of relationships with important others in 

their lives , f rom the point of view of the participants. 

Eleven adolescent girls, aged 12-16, participatecl in a 

series of three dialogal interviews conâucted in a mamer 

consistent w i t h  feminist principles and the canons of 

phenaaeriological research methodology. The interviews were 

audio-taped, and transcribed, and the protocols w e r e  analyzed 

in accordance with Colaizzil s (1978) mode1 of data analysis. 

Age-mate, sameosex fzri-hips proved to be of particular 

importance and do not support a negative stereotypic v i e w  of 

adolescent peer groups. 

Relationships that facilitate healtky psychological 

develogi~eat and a sense of self are those in which adolescent 

girls feel listened to, heard. understood and therefore 

known. Isnplications for dwelopmental theorists. therapists. 

youth workers and related professionals are discussed. 

Further avenues of inquiry are suggested, 

iii 
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CHAPTER ONE 

Introduction 

The world we live in cari be seen to be one of 

interaction between people; a world made up of interpersonal 

relationships within w h i c h  we, individuillly and collectively , 

develop physically, socially, emotiailally and mentally. Y e t  

when we turn t o  the scientif ic theories of himiarr dwelopment, 

particulasly psycholagical develogment, this observable 

g m t ~ t h w  becanes a perplexing issue, 

Traditional dwelopnental theorists appeas to 

uawittiegly support a contradiction and it is this: they talk 

of interpersonal relationships and their role in hurnan 

development yet they f orsake theit own observations and 

expatiences in f a ~ u r  of the reification, as psychalogical 

phenmena, of Western cul tural  mores, and pre- and 

proscriptions (Cushman, 1990; Sampson, 1977,  1985) . Here 1 
specifically refer to the prirnacy of sepaation and 

individuation as both process toward and niarker of maturity; 

an aga& that siPigly reflects Western androcentric ideology 

of individual autonany and independence. The end result is 

that many men fit psyaological deveSopmeata1 theory 

(although that may be debatable) anB most womeri do not. 

Wamen's lack of conformity to the separation/individuation 

deve1-ta.î mode1 is explained in termn of female 

inadequacy, pathology, and/= deficiency. 



More recently, studies of wcanenls p~ychological 

dwelopment by theorists who teject the female 

inadeq~acy/pathology/deficiv models of wam~n' s 

d w e l ~ t ,  postulate a dwelopmental pathway that is a 

bet ter  f i t  for wanen. This pathway i s  described as 

relationaï. By this 1 mean that s dwelopnent occurs in 

the context of relatioaships and wanen's sense of self is, at 

one and the same time. both psyc4ologically separate and 

connected. This mode1 is iaormed by the construct 

relationship/dif ferentiation (Jordan, Surrey, & Kaplan, 

1983). 

Traditional adolescent dwelopmental theory postulates 

adolescence as a pesiod in which self -idmtity is acquired 

through proceases of ii)nividuation and separation; that is, 

through a psychological withdrawal fia significant othets 

(Blos, 1979; Erikson, 1968; Freud, 1925; Havighurst, 1972) . 
More recent research into adolescent girlsf development 

suggests that, contrary to an epigenetic process of 

psychosocial separation, adolescent girls actively strive to 

build and maintain relationships with others (Gilligan, 1982; 

Gilligan, Rogers, & Brown, 1990; Lyons, 1990; Stern, 1990). 

Much of this recent research f ocused on the mcperiences of 

adolescent girls in attenâance at elite American private 

girlsm schaols, and took place within the schools themselves. 

G r 1  patterns of resolution of hypothetical moral dilemms 

have been a prominent feature in these studiee. 



NOM Lyons, in a discussion concerriing the future 

direction of research into adolescent girls8 dwelaprnent, 

identified thxee factors important to future investigations. 

Lyons pointed to the need ta expand the studies ta 

populations other than those canprised of privileged 

adolescent girls in atten-ce at elite private and &y 

schoolsm She also identified a n e a  to m e  away fram the 

potential influence of the school environnent on the process 

of conducting the research and to wlore  the relationships 

adolescent girls have w i t h  others wbo are not part of that 

context. Such an apptoach w d d  include, but would not be 

exclusive to, relationships w i t h  parents, sibldgs , and 

friends. Lyon's -rd factot pertains to the focus on the 

resolution of hypothetical m o r a l  dilemas faund in the 

-lier work of the aforementioned researchers. Lyons seemed 

to suggest that it was also t h  to m e  bayond that f ocus. 

(N. P. Lyons, personal cammication, June 18, 1993 

The -se of this research as to explore adolescent 

girls' sxperiences of relationships w i t h  important others in 

their lives. This study, anchored in the voices of the girls 

themselves, was conducted w i t h i n  a qualitative inquiry 

framework using a p h e n ~ o l o g i c a l  m e t h o t b l o g y .  

In a discussion of the qualitative/quantitative 

compatibility debate, Glesne and Peshkin (1992) point out 

that these t w o  appmaches are bnchored in different 
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philosophical assimptians about ". . . the n a t u e  of the world 

. . . " (p. 9 1 . Each paradigm makes possible knowledge and 

understanding of , . . dif f erent things dbgUt the world. (p. 

9) . These authors also point out that, althaugh custan 

dictates that the choice of a research paradi- should be 

defined by the research question, the process is a more 

ccmplex one. In their view the research question itself i s  

shaped by the researcher @ s * . . . socialized worldview. lm (p. 9 

and that this worldview also influences the choice of a 

reseazch methodology. 

My socialized worldview includes the following 

assitmgtions: reality is a social construction; understanding 

as a research goal is more important than are prediction and 

control; the participant1 s point of v i e w  is a worthwhile and 

primazy source of knowleâge; the researcher is the research 

instrument (Lincoln & Ouba, 1985; Patton, 1990) ; and human 

beings and their interactions are cauplex, comroluted and 

contextual. These assraaptions are consistent w i t h  the 

qualitative paradigm, thus rendering it consonant w i t h  my 

socialized worlâview . 
The selection of a phenanenological methodology frcm 

within the Qualitative paradigm for this inguiry provides 

the opportmity for mcploring specific phenornena fran the 

pazticipantfs point of view, in this case the werience of 

relationships. Phenamenologkal methodology, w i t h  its 

emphasis on description and understanding was the methodology 



of choice in seeking the an- to 

do adolescent girls experience and 

5 

the research question "Hm 

describe their 

relationships w i t h  those who are significant in their lives?" 

The exploration of adolesceati girlst relationships frcm 

their own viewpoint, as wressed in their awo voices, may 

enrich aur understanding of the w...structure and essence of 

this phenamnon for these peopleern (Patton, 1990, p. 6 9 )  . This 
understanding not oaly adds to the body of Muwledge, it also 

niay have important implications for individual and family 

therapy . 



QfAPTER TWO 

L i t e r a t u r e  R M e w  

Adolescence i s  genexally cansidered to be the period 

between 10112 and 22/23 years of age and is defined by a 

variety of distinctive, theory dependent asstmiptioas and 

characteristics. As 1 inâicated in the introduction, 

traditional theories of adolescent development, l ike  

traditional psychological theories in general, wolved in a 

gender-blind positivist atxnosphere tnat sugpohed the 

definition of the male werience as universal and therefore 

as nametive. FsMle behiiviors w e r e  evaluated against that 

nonn and, invariably, m e n  w e r e  found wanting (Weisstein, 

1971) . 
Peminist scholars challenged the androcentric bias of 

traditional psychological theories, including those 

pertaining directly to adolescent dwelopent. Nevertheless 

these flaweâ theories of adolescence contiaue to have a 

strong influence in the discipline. 

G. Stanley H a l l ,  the father of the scientific study of 

adolescence, praposed a stage/crisis theory of develo-t 

which definedthe time span between ages twelve to t w e n t y y  

three as adolescence. It is a t ime of Sturm und Drang, during 

which young peaple go through a crisis chaacterized by 

conflict , and by emtional and mood lability (Hall, 1904; 

Santrock, 1984) .  
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In l ight  of copias and canpelling data that refute the 

notion of twmoil as normative in adolescence and yet 

acknowledges that , for saue adolescents, d i f f  iculties arising 

in childhood continue to be probletnatic in adolescence 

(Peterson, 19881, f ew iMiilstream theorists continue to view 

adolescence as a period of crisis in ilall's sense of the 

wotd. Most prefer to describe this period as one of 

transition from childhood (at age ten) to aduJ.thood (at age 

twenty-two) , during which cognitive, physicdL and social 

changes leading to social maturity occur (Santrock,  1984) . 
Such a transition framework encanpasses both stage/ 

discontinuous and non-stage/contiauous dwelopmental 

theorf es. 

Stage theories requite the following as6tl1llptions: that 

particular issues inevitably cane to the fore during a 

specif ic age period (Muuss, 1988; Santrock, 1984) ; that 

certain unique skills are acquired, and specific tasks are 

mastered at explicit points in mnornialm development; and that 

the process itself is at has t  miniaially discontimious. Stage 

theories also tend to place significaat emphasis on genetic, 

as ogposed to environmental, influences on behavior 

( S a t r ~ c k ,  1984) . 
Tbree traditional stage theories that conthme to 

influence adolescent dwelapmental theory, and are 

representative of their gente, are Erikson's theory of 
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identity dwelapment, B l o s  modem psychoanalytic theory, and 

Havighurst ' s task mastezy nodel. 

Erikaon (1968) , in his theory of psychosocial 

develogment, postulat& adolescence as a t i m e  in which 

identity fomation is a e  issue or crisis to be resolved. 

Explicit in the resolution of the identity issue is 

separation and independence from important others, includfng 

peers and parents. Individuation is the marker of maturity; 

absence of individuation leads to  role confusion and a delay 

in the f orniatioa of a clear identity. Develapme~t, in 

Ericksonl s theory, is epigenetic, and identity is, at least 

as far as females are concerzled, biologically detr?rmined. For 

wamen, identity and intimacy are fueed; her identity is 

detclrmined by her attractiveness, and her ability to attract 

a man who will give het a mature identity as U s  wife and the 

mother of bis children (Erikson, 1964) , 

%los (1962) in presenting a nmodernu (Muuss, 1988a) 

psychoanalytic mode1 of adolescent davelopment postulates 

adolescence as a period of recapitulation of 

(psychoanalytically) significant preadolescent eurgeriences; 

in particular the resolution of the O e d i p a l  campla. The 

goal of t u s  %econd individuationw process is to camplete 

the resolutian process, sepamte oneself psychologically ftom 

one's parents and to disentangle oneself frcan imnature 

attachments with signif icant others and, later on, fran peers 

who serve in an inter- capacity as afamily48 following the 
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brealùng of familial ties. This process ultimately Ieads to 

the fannation of a social, personaï and sexual (more 

w l i c i t l y ,  h e t e r o s m )  identity in late adolescence. It i s  

interesting to note t ha t  Blos (1979) does subscribe to the 

Sturm und Drang theory of adolescence. 

Iiavighnrtst (197 2)  , in his mode1 of task mastery, 

outlinad eight tasks to be mastered during adolescence. These 

tasks are: achieving new and more, mature relations w i t h  

peers; achieving a sex-specific gender sole: accepting one's 

physique and using one's body effectively; desising and 

acquirfng socially responsible behauior; achieving emotional 

independence f rcm parents and others; preparing for an 

econcmic career; preparing for marriage and family l if  e; and 

acquithg an ideology. Havighurst, like Erikson, viewed 

emational separation as a goal in the acquisition of 

maturity . 
Cognitive social-learning theory (Bandura, 1964) and 

Maslow's (1971) hunianistic perspective are t w o  m e n t  non- 

stage/continuous approaches that specifically m e s s  

adolescence. Non-stage descriptions of adolescence, while 

they do not deny the role of biology as contributing to sane 

adolescent behaviors, emphasize the role of the environment 

to a far greater degree than do stage theories (Bandura, 

1964; Muuss, 1988a; Santrock, 1984) . 
Bandura (1964) does not support the contentioxl that 

adolescence is a "stagew in the life cycle that ean be 
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uniquely defined or deliaeated; rather he sees it as part of 

a contijluous flow of socidbehavioriaï 1-g that begins in 

childhood and continues throughout adulthodd through the 

process of reciprocal determinism (behavior both partly 

constmcts an& is constructed by the environnent). Mauss 

(i988b) therefore suggests that R;inihrrats approach is not 

legitimately a theory of adolescence. H o w e v e r ,  other wrfters 

in the field (e.g. Santrock, 1984) are not so particular. 

Contrary to Erikscmf s notion of separation/ 

individuation as an issue requirixlg resolution in 

adolescence, Bandura (1964) report& that the adolescent bay 

had, mer time, %mancipatedu himself fmm his parents and 

childhood dependency was now a non-issue. Bandura, like most 

m e n t  adolescent theorists, both stage and non-stage, does 

not subscribe to the stonn and stress myth of adolescent 

behavior. Although he does ackaowledge, as do most adolescent 

theorists, that same adolesceats have a stormy the, Bandm 

views such behavior as @@. . . lawfully related to, and 

consistent w i t h ,  pre-adolescent social bcrlinvior . ( Randur a. 

1964, 1980; in Earuss, 1980; p 30). 

Maslw (1971) , grounding his theozy of human development 

in the hunianistic tradition, postulated a f ive-lwel human 

needs hierarchy and ascribes to the adolescent the 

resgonsibility for achieving the final taro lwels: a high 

level of self - esteem, f ollowed by self -actualization. This 

final lwel is characterized by personal autonomy and 
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independence. The self -actualizing individual is ngrowth 

motivatedu, and auton- in this context refers to the use of 

one's f u l l  self, f ree f ran com~e~tionality (Maslow, 1970) . 
While the aforementioned theories do not exhaust the 

damain of adolescent theozy, they are representative of the 

various traditional appmaches. What is cleair is that no one 

theory adequately accaunts for the camplexities of the 

expsience of adolescence (Santrock, 1984) . What is equally 

clear, is that, for al1 their theoretical diversity, two 

factors are caianon to al1 these theories, stage and non-stage 

alike: 

1. Psychological separation- individuation is both the process 

and the marker of maturity at, or imnediately following, the 

time span labeled adolescence- 

2 .  Most f emale adolescents do not coaform to the separation- 

individuation developmental agenda (Chodorw, 197 8 ; Erikson, 

1968; Freud, 1925, cited in Gilligan, 1982; Gilligan, 1982; 

Miller, 1984, 1986; Surrey, 1985). 

Chodomw (197 8 )  , for instance, believes that adolescent 

girls view themselves as connected w i t h ,  rather than totally 

separate f ran, others as required by a separation- 

individuation agenda. Erikson (1968) tacitly acbowledged 

female adolescents' absence of conformity to a separation- 

individuation devel-enta1 agenda when he pmposed that- 

wamea' s identities are provlded by a male m e r .  
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Gilligan (19821, Miller (1984, 1986), and S u r r e y  (1985) 

in their various studies of female experience point to the 

importance of telationships in female develagment. They 

reject the separation-indivi&aation agenda as a male n o m  

theory that, at best. shrply ignores the relational nature of 

fandle development and, at worst, pathologizes lack of 

c o n f o d t y  to the sepration-individuation dovolapmeotal 

agenda. 

Much of traditional psychological theozy has evolved in 

the absence of aily supportive enpirical evidence, and, when 

research has besn conductd, the populations used have been, 

vimually without aception, a l1  males (Weisstein, 1971) . 
When wcmen s experience bid no+ f i t  the theory, the ptoblem 

was attributed to the research subjects, no+ the theory 

(Gilligan, 1982; Miller, 1986; Weisstein, 1971) . When one 

considers that mst traditionaï theories of adolescace also 

conform to this pattern of theory dwelopment. it wauld be 

surprishg if they described the female adolescent -arience 

in nonmtive tems. 

Batry Stack Sullivan (1950) initially appeazs to be a 

notable mception to the *separation-individuationH agenda as 

a process and m k e r  of matufity in adolescence, in that he 

referreâ to unique iadividuality as a delusion. Sullivaa 

viewed the "selfw as cansisting of the lmreflected appaisalw 

of others. He used the tem seflected appraisal to describe a 

two-fold process of identity formation in which the way one 
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is appraised by significant others over an extended period of 

time eventually becames the individual's mode of self 

appraisal. Sullivan pfoposed a stage theory that focuses on 

the nature of intexpersosial relationships. The process of 

t0-g a personality is one of learniag increasingly 

saghisticated interpersonal skills tha t  ult-ely lead to 

the ability, in late adolescence, to  establish a mature 

repertoire of increasingly ccmplex interparsonal 

relationships , particularly those of an intimate natute. This 

process i s  characterized by the anxiety associated w i t h  

inevitably changag relatianships . With increasing maturation 
the childhood need for a large graup of pïaymates gives way 

to the ne& for an intimate, one-on-one friendship w i t h  a 

same-sex peer: this need, in turn, gives way to the need for 

an opposite-sa relationship and the opportunity for 

develaping the ability to form mature, mtually respectful 

intimate relationships. Y e t  for a11 Sullivan's focus on the 

interpersonal, in the end he seems to support the 

separa+ion/i;ndividuation agenda. 

Ealuss (1988) , in a sumniary of Sullivan1 s works, suggests 

that it is unfortunate that Sullivan chose to focus on male 

developmnt because the * . . . f enmie picture is more 

ccmplicated and 1 have less material on itg (Sullivan, 1953, 

p. 248) .  It is interesthg to spedate on the direction that 

adolescent devel-ta1 theory m i g h t  have taken forty years 

ago if Sullivan had f ollowed up on a i s  sense of a dif f erent 



process for w~llerz. since his intezpersonaï theory has 

elements in c~llllcm with the emerging theories of womeng s 

dwelapment 

Sn addition to the foregoing extant theories of 

adolescent development, there is a body of wamen-centered 

literature of particular relevance to this proj ect . Chodorow 

(is781, Conarton and S i l m  (19881, Gilligan (19821, Brown 

and Gilligaa, (i992), Jordan (198% Kaplan and Klein (19851, 

Gleason (1985), Lyons (1990), Miller (1984, 19861, and others 

present a relational as canpared to a separatian- 

indivi&mtion dweïopmntaï process and goal for girls and 

women, The relational approach to woenent s dwelopment has 

been develapeü in r e m s e  to the prevailing female 

deficiency/pathology models of female developnient derived 

frm the androcentric assumption of the male as nonnative. 

This assumption is played out, for example, by pathologiziag 

as inmiaturity the absence of separation, auton-, and 

independence in adult wanents  develagrnant (Notniaa, Z i l b a c h ,  

Baker-Miller, 6 Nadelson, 1986) . 
The most significant evidence in support of relational 

developmental th- for women canes fram theoretical 

consensus and similarity of empirical findings in three 

overlaming areas of tesearch on wamnts developnent. These 

areas include the importance, for wanen, of relatimshigs and 

the need for personal authenticity, anb the importance of 



requirements are revealed in studies of =rai and self- 

development by Gilligaa and her colleagues: in stuâies on 

WOBnents identity and in wanents mental heaïth issues by the 

Stone Center theorists and practitiaers: and in studies of 

maien's epistemfc dwelapnent (Bel-, Clinchy, Ooldbergar, 

& Tarule, 1986) , 

Research and c3inical support for the Stone Center 

theory of waiteng s dwelopment (self-in- relation theozy, now 

relational theory) is pravided by Gleason (1985) , in an 

empis ica l  stuw of older adolescent wanen and their mothers 

and in the successful application of the theory in 

psychiatrie hospitals in the Boston area. Belenky et al. 

(1986), in their research into how wunen wknowm and perceive 

themselves as knowers, provide empirical support for the 

importance of a mutually supportive, "connectedw 

learning/teaching emriro~m3ent in w o m n  ' s epistemic 

dwelopmeat , 

Relatioaship nodels of wanen's development, however, are 

not pmblem-free. Enils (1991) , for instance, while 

recagaizing the contribution of faninist res-ch in 

redressing the insidequacies of traditional developaieatal 

appmaches, points t o  the need to view wcsnen8s relational 

capacities as existing in a cultural context of wouken8s 

subordination, and to be aware of the potential for 

biological detanninant attributions. She also points to the 
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limitations of the focus on the mother-daughter relationship 

to the exclusion of 0th- influences such as the fatherms in 

relational theory. 

Hare-Mustin and Maracek (1990) point to the potential 

for alpha bias in gender differences research a& charge the 

relational theorists with representing differences 

between men and woanea as essential, unfversal (at least 

within conteanporary Western cultyre) , highly dichotomized, 

and enduring.ii (p. 23). 

* 
Chodorw (1978) , while still 1- to mch of the 

psychoanalytic tradition, &rames the mother-daughter 

relationship as one from which adolescent girls emerge with 

"a basis for empathp built into their pr- definition of 

self in a way that boys do no+. ... girls came to experience 

themselves as less dif f erentiated than boys, as more 

continuous w i t h  and more related to the external object- 

world. * (p. 167) . According to Chodorow girls Bo not view 

themselves as totally separate fram others, but ather as 

gsychologically comected in ongoing caregiving relationships 

with others. This perspective is acquired through eimilating 

their mothers. 

Miller (1984) , w i t h i n  her treatise on the dwelopment of 

wamenms sense of self as relational beings, describes 

adolescence for females as a periob, not of greatly 

increasing capacities , as the prevailing traditional theories 
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would have it, but as a period of shutting dowa, of 

ltcontractinglm--a phenamepon noted a long t i m e  ago by Tho~lpson 

(1942) . This shutting duwn is manifest in the. psychological 
divorcing of par ts  of herself; a process that occurs in 

response to the opposition encauntereü when the adolescent 

girl tries to bring al1 parts of herself to relationships; 

that is to f u l f i l l  her sense of  self as " . . , an active agent 

- in the c o n t e  of acting w i t h i n  a relationship and for the 

relationship. - , . . (Miller, 1984, p. 9) . The adolescent: 

girla s sense of self as a fully fwîctiaaiing individual in the 

context of increasingly camplex relationships, which has been 

dwelopbg since infancy, is distorted in adolescence when, 

increasingly, she is exposed to, and internalizes, social 

pressures to conform to societal prescriptions of exclusive 

service to others. She will opt for the relationship at the 

expense of being an t8active being-within-relati~shigsgu 

(Miller, 1984, p. 9 1 . in essence, the adolescent girl remains 
true to her sense of herself as relational and in so doing 

loses her sense of agmcy; that %S. her oagacity to use her 

m e r s  in al1 ways. For example, she may constrain her own 

acadernic developent and achievemepts if high acaddc 

performance in a cairpetitive enviromnent threatens her 

relationships w i t h  f rie-, male or f -le (Hornes, 1972 ; 

Winchel, Fenner, & Shaver, 1980, 1974).  

Suzrey  (19 85 1 postulates a * self - in relationw theory of 

womenvs develaplnent that has application for understanding 
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the adolescent exparience. Self - in- relation theory 

incorporates the construct relationship-dif f erentiat%~n@~ as 

a contrast to tbe notion of "separation- individuationm@ - 
Differentiation in this c o n t e  is not psychological 

sepazation f rom others, rather it is a . . aynaaiic process 

w h i c h  epcanpasses increasing levels of ccmpldty, structure 

and articulation w i t h i o  the context of human bon& and 

attacbmentsw (p. 10) . D i f  f erentiation is about being separate 

AND ccmnected. The relationship in this construct is one of 

nnttually empathic comection; each person wi+-hin the 

relationship not onïy understands and responds t o  the 

0th- (s) , but f eels heard, mderstood, and responded to by 

them. The developmental pathway in this &el is relational 

and continuous; the goal is telationship a differentiated 

self. 

Surrey (1985) postulates that the adolescent girl does 

not necessarily want to distance herseif (sepaxate) f rom her 

parents, for instance. what she does want to do is change the 

nature of  that relationship in ways that acknowledge and 

affirm het own changes, personal g r ~ h  and agmded 

repertoire of nonof amilia1 relationships . 
Gilligan (1982) in *~n a D i f f e r e n t  v i cew,  a treatise 

addressing moral and concomitant identity dwelopment, 

reports that when one begins w i t h  a stuw of woinen (as 

distinct f ran generaliz-g to m e n  f rom studies of man) , a 

âiff erent voice fram that outlined by Freud, Piaget and 
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Kohlberg i s  heaxd in the framing and in the resolution of 

moral dilemas. These theorists conceptilalize m o r a l  

dwel-t as a process associated w i t h  cognitive 

development, tooiard a parsonal ethic of fairness and 

individual r i g h t s  in the identification and resolution of 

moral dilemas. This ethic is grounded in the 

separation/individuation mode1 of human dwelopnent, in 

theories of abstract and fornuil thought, and is embeddea in a 

worlaview of presiimgtive rights and the primacy of 

individualf sm. 

The "dif f erent voiceBe , one w h i c h  Gilligan (1982) States, 

quite categorically, is not gender specific but appears to be 

gender relata, infoams a description of moral developnient in 

tems of care and responsibility for others and c . c t e r i z e d  

by a mode of thinking that is c o n t e -  and narrative- 

oriented. The ethic of care and responsibility is gzounded in 

a relational devalogmental appxoach, is characterized by a 

moâe of thinking that is contextual and narrative, and is 

enibedded in an interpersonal and context-oriented worldview. 

Brown and Gilligan (1992) report that, in Gilligan's 

earlier work, privileged men spoke as if  they did not live in 

connection w i t h  others; rather they liveü a self-gwerning 

existence and w e r e  essentially f ree to do as they pleased. 

Wmen, on the other hanb, tended to speak in terms of 

connection w i t h  others, both to their satisfaction and to 

their distress. That âistress appeazed to came fran the need 
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to give up the self, to silence the mice in osder to be in 

relationships (Bmwn & Giliigan, 1992; G i l l i g a n ,  1982). In 

order to understand why this shuuld be $0, Gilligan and her 

colleagues, Brown (1991a, 1991b), Lyons (1990) , Rogers 

(1993), Stern ( 1 9 9 ~ ) ~  and T o m  (1991) embarked on an 

ongoing stuây begipning with waaaahood and going back in to  

wanenls experiences of adolescence and childhood. This 

research j a ~ ~ l e y  has revealeü a dwelopmental gath in 

adolescence that at times shares features of the traditional 

path (increasing auton- and ' sspaation' ) yet has 

distinctive features that appear to illuminate uniquely 

female devel-tal experiences. 

From the data acquired by listening to the voices of 

wamen and girls as they spoke about thenselves and about 

wrality in  several studies, Gilligan (1990) identifid three 

concerns- -survival, goadness and truth. These three themes 

becarne developmental lwels in a three-level theory of 

wcmen's development. 'Ruo transitions between the levels 

cofnplete the model. In this model, sumival (an exclusively 

self focus) yields to or smetimes replaces a concern for 

mgoodness@* ; goodness being equated w i t h  care for, or taking 

on the cares of, others, There is no presumption of linearity 

in this d e l ;  survival usually yields to goabness but 

goodness can itself be replaced by sumival, that is, by a 

return ta a self focus. Goodness involves sacrificing the 

self in hopes of being loved and cared for in retutn. These 
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two  concernç reflect a stmggle with conaection and an 

either/or dilema of choosing self or others, Gilligan 

suggests that this di lema "... marks an impasse in female 

developxnent, a point where the desire for relationship is 

sacrificed for goodness or for sumivalw ( G i l l i g a r i ,  1990, 

p. 9 )  . The two transitions -volve sepairing relationship by 

rectifying an exclusion of self (goodness) or an aclusion of 

others (sundval) . 
The third 1-1, "truthw, addresses the reality of 

relationships and is chaxacterized by the awareness of the 

psychological truth that relationshîp iniplies the full 

presence of both self and other if it is to be an authentic, 

as oppsed to, a false relationship. 

Gilligan proposes that since this developmental sequence 

is not seen in auyoungerw girls, it is not rooted in 

childhood. She States that it a m , .  . seemed t o  be a response to 

a crisis, and the crisis seemed to be ad~lescence.~ ( p . 9 ) .  

The young girls on the edge of adolescence in this 

collection of studies speak out w i t h  clarity of thought; they 

speak of pleasure and pain in relationships; they speak from 

a perspective of love and care and one of injustice and 

inequality, as do their male age mates. They speak in tenns 

of personal freedans, of having choices and of being and 

doing whatwer one wants to be or do. They actively resist 

the noms of conventional femininity and speak the unspoken 

when describing relationships in other than idealistic te- 
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return) (Rogers & Gilligan, 1988) anâ are often labeled 

@@unrulya@ when they do so (Gilligan, tyons, & m, 1990). 

The dileninia of self -0th- choice is not heard in the voices 

of these young girls. 

When attention is focuseâ specifically on the voices of 

swenth and tenth grade girls [Rogers & Gilligan, 1988) and 

the language therein is translated into a new language that 

represents feniale dwelopnent, two develapnontal themes 

emerge. There is a pattein of cognitive and emotional 

develaipmant reflected in theit use of self -consciousness and 

of reflective thought; they do well academically and their 

ego dwelopment is coairmed on ~Oevizlger's ego development 

scale (Rogers & Gilligan, 1988) . The traditional 
develqmental themes of sepration, and auton- anâ the 

ethic of justice are clearly heard. Quite clearly girls in 

both age gmups speak in the language of traditional 

developmental theory. There is a second dwelopnental theme 

to be heard in these voices, havever. This theme reflects a 

concem for relationships and connection w i t h  others, 

together w i t h  an ethic of w e  and responsibility for those 

others . 
In addition, when these girls speak the language of the 

second developmental pattern an intriguing phenanenon 

appears. Together with themes of relationship and coainection 

and the ethic of -et there is, for sane, a perplexing 
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pattern of loss; loss of innocence, of clarity, and of 

confidence and courage. New themes of resistance, 

capitulation. self -assertion and self -abnegation appear that 

illuminate these losses. 

The younger girls, as outlined above, for the most part, 

speak cleazrly, w i t h  courage and confidence and resist 

coaformity to 

voices of the 

as they tried 

the f aainine *ideal woman/girlw image. The 

tenth graders in this study spoke in confusion 

to respond ta their awn voices of self care and 

self knuw'ing and to the voice of society as it d e f i n a  

men s role of caring only for others . Resistance to the 
demands of the good girl/woman role gave way as these girls 

capitulated in an effort to maintain important relationships 

(Brawn, i991a; Gilligan, 1991; Gilligan, R o g e r s ,  & T o m ,  

1991: Stern, 1991; Tolman, 1991) . The self assertion apparent 

at the edge of adolescence gives way to self-abnegation and 

loss of voice; themes of self grabually disappear fran the 

voices of the older girls and are reglaced by themes of 

responsibility to and for 0th- (Gilligan, B-, & Rogers, 

1988). 

The problervs facing adolescent girls are probl~ms of 

connection, not problems of  separation ( B r w n  & Gilligan, 

1992; Gilligan, 1990; Lyons, 1990; S t e r n ,  1990) . In our 

culture at least, adolescence seems to signal the onset of a 

crisis in relationships for girls (Gilligan, 1990); a crisis 

that does not appear to oc- for adolescent males. 
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Support for the importance of relationships in f -le 

adolescence, as weïl as for Gilligan8 s work in particular, is 

f ound in a variety of studies . R d g  and Bakken (1992) , in a 

stuw of intimacy, cofupanionship and leadership founa that 

middïe adolescent f emales value closeness more t&an males do; 

the latter place grsater value on auton-. They also 

confirmed Lyons (1990) observation that, in middle 

adolescence, girls who prwiously exhibited stmng and 

ccinpetent leadership qualities abdicated those roles in 

relationships in f avour of f riendships . 
B e r z o f  f (1989) , although she se- to support the 

separation/individuation developmental path, reports that 

adolescent girls describe friendships as a c o n t e  for 

dif f erentiation and f riends as instrumental in the 

establishment of a sense of self, 

Greely and Tinsley (1988) in a study of auton- and 

intinracy in 441 (222 male, 219 female) college undergraduates 

reports wGilliganls theory is supporteci by numerous results 

in t a i s  study ...n (p. 519), and points to intimacy as the 

best predictor of autonany (identity) for the m e n  in the 

study. 111 addition, Greeley and T i n s l e '  (1988) found that the 

f -le participants ' intimacy scores w e r e  signif icantly 

higher than theit auton- scores as Gilligan predicted. 

Thase f iabings, they suggest , indicate that wolnen may be more 

relationally oriented than men a e .  
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support the relational nature of female cisvelogmeat, other 

data bring into question the grevailng notion that males 

develop intima- only &ter they have develapsd autoncrny. 

Males in the study, like their femdLe c o ~ t a r p a r r s ,  had 

higher intimacy scores than auton- scores; a finding no+ 

predicted by Gilligan or Erikson. m l l y  puzzling was the 

f Fnding that the males' autanany scores w e r e  nat higher than 

those of the females in the stuby. ft may well be that, for 

males, the .dwelapwnt of intimacy precedes the develoment 

of autonomy (Greely & Tinsley, 1988) or that intimacy and 

autonowy dwelop in tanda. 

In studies of adolescent coping bcr_hsiviors F z y d m a t g  and 

Lewis (1993) and ShuUan (1993) report gender related 

differences in coping. The former States that boys turn to 

sports and ghysical relaxation w b e r e a s  girls turn to others 

and make more use of relationships in their coping behaviar. 

Shulman (1993 ) , in a stuw limited t o  the "distinctive 

contribution* of close relationships in interna1 caping 

(intemal arialysis and interpretation of information) and in 

active coping, found that while close relationships of family 

and peers are iarpoaant factor8 in coping w i t h  stress for 

both males anci females the signif icance changes across geader 

in adolescence. For nale adolescents the establis-t of 

independence and resgonsibility is paanunirit (asking others 

for help would not be seen as t&e best way to cope) whereas 
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close relationships accaunt for a significant proportion 

(25%)  of female adolescents8 coping b-vior. 

Linn (1991) in a stu* of Israeli adolescent girls frcm 

c i t y  and kibbutz provides further support for Gilliganf s 

work. She found that, on the one hand, these girls viewed 

their ability to gmw as an expansi= of the self in the 

c o n t e  of relationships; yet on the other hand, they feared 

the! potential for loss of an authentic self in relationships 

with buyfriends. 

In a quite diff erent vein, Hoteiling and Forrest (1985)  

point to the value of sharing w i t h  clients in the-, 

Gilligan's discavezy of the two cciaplementazy voices that 

stem f rom âif f erent gender related developmental paths . The 
authors contend that discussion of the two voices, one that 

speaks of care and responsibility to and for others, and the 

0th- that speaks of individual rights serves as a gawerful 

aid to understanding oneself . Hotdling and Forrest (1985 

suggest that in couples counselling. issues often reflect the 

use of different languages. Translation and intmretation 

bec- the focus of th- and the intrmction of the 

concept of +wo camplementayy nices ai- in the process of 

understanding one s self, one s partner and the gmemics 

w i t h i n  the relationship. 

There has not been rulii.versa1 acceptance of Gilligan8s 

theory; her early work has been criticized, for instance, on 

methodological grounâs, for theoretical eclecticism, for 
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unwarranted emphasis on sex diffetences and for essentialism 

(Davis, 1992; Kerber, Greeno & Miilccoby, L u r i a ,  Stack, & 

Gilligan, 1986; me-Mustin & Maracek, 1990; WaUcer, 1984, 

1986). 

Gilligan (1982) is criticized on methodological grounds 

as follows: the use of a study on abortioa and the 

concamitant decision-making process as a basis for pswsiilg 

that woanen exhibit a distinctive tendeacy to see moral 

dilemnas in terms of coaflicting respozzsibilities. Kerber 

(1986) challenges Gilligan' s conclusions on the bases of what 

she sees as the inherent conflict of responsibilities 

medded in any decision on abortian and on the absence of 

any data from men facing camparable challengiag decisions. It 

is I suggest, unfair t o  criticize G i l l i g a n  on her use of an 

abortion study as data for her theory since I v i e w  the 

husband-dniggist-wife dilemna as one of conflicting 

responsiblities as well. In addition, G i l l i g a x l  is criticized 

for the absence of any quantitative data to support her 

claims aaâ for ber allegations of fenale gender spacific 

voices (Greeno & Maccoby, 1986). Gilligan (1982) has also 

been criticized for the lack of any distinction between 

theoretical speculation and discussion of data (Luria,  1986) : 

and on the focus on white culture (Stack, 1986; Tronto, 1987) 

although Stack supports the concept of a care voice based on 

the data presenteû. Certainly sane of these criticismcr were 

appropriate at the t h e  that In a Different Voice (1982) was 
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published; for example the use of an abohion study as the 

basis for the initial postulation of a distinctiw, fenale 

view of moral dilenmas as conflicts of responsibility. The 

issue of race/class/CULt~~e does not yet appear to have been 

adequately addressed beyond acknowledging a bias. For 

-le, althaugh Gilligan (1990 ) , in notes to the Eamard 

eâition of @W&ing CoMectionsm places the study of 

adolescent girls at Willatd School (an elite private 

girls ' school) w i t h i n  a larger study that included boys and 

girls in neighbourhood schools in Boston as well as a~10ther 

elite girls' school in Cleveland, the voices of privilege 

ftm the private schools appear to be those solely -/or 

pred aminately used in both WakAng Connectionsg and in 

"Meeting at the Csossroads~ . 
Walker (1984) tejects the notion of sex differences in 

m o r a l  reasoning stating quite categorically that there are 

none that cannot be accmted for by contralling for 

educational level and that there is no evidence to the 

contrazy. Baumrind (1986) sefutes Walker's claime by 

challenging his intezpretation of the studies he reviewed, 

and by prdding a re-analysis that genezally confinns sex 

dif f =-ces . 
Muuss (1988b) who describes Gilliganl s theory of t w o  

gender r e l a t a  motal orientations as "intrig~ing~~ 

neveztheless describes the empirical basis of the theory as 

H~eak@l primarily because empirical support frcm 0th- 
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researchers interested in sex differences in moral reasoning 

is weak. W i t h o u t  reviewing the relevant evidence rafuting 

and/or sugporting Gilligan's theory because it is "... too 

e ens ive .  . . (p. 242) , Mmss concludes that there are no data 

to support the unequivocal sex dif ferences in m a r a l  reasoning 

as he beliwes Gilligan's theory impliee. 

Gilligan (1982) is also criticized for her political 

affiliations (Davis, 1992) , She has been criticized for man- 

hating separatism (Waîker, 1983, cited in Davis, 1992) , for 

an anti-feminist stance by Tronto (1987) , and by Auexbach, 

Blum, Smith, and Williams (1985) for the lack of attention t0 

the social construction of wameng s lives. Tronto (1987) 

suggests that a theoty of gender-relateci ethic of care 

precludes viewing an ethic of care as a condition of wunenls 

subordination. Auerbach et al .  (1985) argue that establishiag 

an ethic of caze as feniale-centered is an anti-f eminist 

stance and provides amnimition for keeping -en f rom 

positions of mer. 

In a smewhat dif f srent vein, Clopton anâ Sorel1 (1993 1 

aise the question of wfrether or not gender differences in 

moral reasoning zef lect stable iatra-gsychic traits or 

whether they seflect situational characteristics. Thsy 

conclude fram their stuây on parenting that since men and 

wmen did not âif f er in  their use of care or justice 

orientations, âifferences in moral reasoning are situational, 

not stable gender related characteristics. They suggest that 
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Gilligan's theory, although accurate, raay simply reflect the 

differences in wamenls and men's Iives. 

On a less scientific note, theorists of waments 

devel-t (including Gilligaa) have been criticized for 

implying that W ~ ~ W I ' S  ways aze superior ( K e r b e r ,  1986) . Y e t  

Gilligan &es it quite clear that the ethic of care and 

responsibility and the ethic of rights and justice are 

ccnipleaentary. The use of both oqientations is the market of 

moral matusity (Gilligan, 1982 . 
Davis (1992) , in an excdlent sumiiary of the debate 

about Gilligan' s (19 82 ) research, suggests that underlying 

the rhetoric of scientific inadequacy surrounnfng Gilliganls 

work is a hidden agenâa. #'The critics of Gilligan xnounted 

their attack, first and foremost, because they did not Like 

her findingsw (p. 2 2 5 ) .  

Despite the critf cism- - specious and reasoned- -of 

gynocentric research and theorizing, there is sufficiat 

evidence to support the need for furthe research fnto the 

relational nature of women's developmeat. As indicatad 

earlier the intention of this research was a phenomenological 

exploration of adolescent girls1 merience of relationships 

with important others in their lives. 

Consisten+ w i t h  qualitative inquiry, a f u r t h e  raview of 

the literature, directeâ by the &ta collected, was conducted 

and is report4 in the discussion cbaptet. 



CEIAPTERTiIREE 

Methodoiogy 

The tenn met&&logy is useâ to introaice this chapter 

because it describes more accurately the content of the 

chagter than does the term methoa. The latter tezm is 

described by Van Manen (1990) as a certain d e  of inquiry 

that is consistent with a particular epistemological or 

philosophical perspective, whereas methadology- -the ashowu of 

the pirsuit of knowledge (Guba, 1990) - - is an inclusive tem. 

the components of which provide the philosaphical framework 

of the research project . 
In a similar vein, Cohen and (1994) in their 

discussion of m e t h o d  and methodology describe methodology as 

"... theoretical understanding and azticulation of 

methods . . . and research utetbods as those . . . specific 
techniques or steps . . . perfonnedm (p. 152) . In their view, 

issues of methodology take precedence avet conceras about 

methoâ when, for example, the practicalities of the research 

situation do not permit absolute adherence to a specific d e  

of inquizy. me methodology of the project, then. is the 

theory behind the xnethod. 

M e t h o d o l o g y  includes an account of the worldview of the 

researcher--her/his v i e w  of nr;rnkiad and of knowledge (Van 

Manen, 1990) ; that is, her/his apptoach (Ray, 1994) . 
aaAppmach* here refers to ". . . the fundamental viewpoint 
tward man and the world that the scientist briags, or 
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adopts, w i t h  cespect to his work as a scientist, whether this 

viewpoint is made explicit or reiikins implicitw (Giorgi, 

1970, p, 1261, 

In aâdition, methodology includes the * . . . rnethods and 

pmceBures developed in preparing to conduct the stuby, in 

collectlng the data, and in orgapfzing, maZyzhzg, and 

synthesizing the dataw (Moustakas, 1994, p. 184) ; that  is, 

the mode of inquiry, the methad. 

This chapter includes a âiscussion of the basic 

assumptions of qualitative research, the philosophical 

origins of pheaamenological research m e t h o d o l o g y :  detailed 

descriptions of the nature of the participants and of myself 

as researcher; an explicit accaint of my approach and my 

rationale fo r  choosing phenanenology as the mode of inquiry 

in t u s  study. The methods and procedures for conducting the 

study are outlined in detail. M y  previous research qerience 

is described. Before beginning this process, however, a brief 

digression to adàress the issue of language usage is 

necessary , 

Paraâigmatic consistency and clarity of meaning in the 

language used are important aspects of a ~ y  tesearch project 

(Ray, 1994) . Qualitative inqui=, previously declareü as the 

overtarchhg framew~rk for this stuây, presents some semantic 

challenges. Wle sane terms used in qualitative stuâies are 

cmunon to more than one research paradi-, -9s may vary. 
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NInterviewsw in quantitative studies are more apt to have 

considerable structure; in qualitative studies less so. In 

addition, sonie tems camon to one paradigm acquise 

idiosyncratic variations depending on. amongst other things, 

the discipline w i t h i n  which the research is behg  conducted 

and/or who is conducting the research. For instance, 

convp_nfetzce sampllng is defined by D i e r s  (1979) in a treatise 

on tesearch in nutsing practice as taking al1 the sampling 

d t s  (patients) one c m  get in an allotteci p e t i d  of time. 

Chinn (1986) , on the other hand, defines opportunistic, 

trolunteer, and converaïence saqp1es as consistiag of 

participants wtio simply were  available anB willing. Yet 

Lincoin and Guba (1985) in Naturalistic Inguizy define the 

same term as sangling conâucted in a m;mner which requires 

the minimimi am~unt of money, time and effort Although these 

meanings are not mutuaily exclusive they are not the same. 

in an effort to avoid the pitfalls associated w i t h  

multiple ma;inings of cartain tesmis, the specific meaning of 

those temm as they are used in the context of this study are 

outliaed bel-. The def initions are consistent w i t h  the 

language of qualitative inquizy in geiieral anU with 

phenanenology in particulas. 

ueIntezviewsm are Wialogal intemiewsu as outlinad by 

Colaizzi (1978) and are characterized by "imaginative 

listeningw (Sheriâan. 1975, cited in Colaizzi, 1978) . 
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The term "participants" &ers to those whose experience 

is the focus of this inquiry (Moon, Dillon, & Spr-e, 

1990). 

*Convenieace saiiglingam refers ta the acquisition of 

participants using the simplest, least time-cowrrillring and 

least expensive yet productive way (Lincoln & Guba, 1985) . 
%xperiencem zefers to the subjective experience of the 

participant (Patton, 1990) . 
The tean amphenomenology* is UZ synonynsous w i t h  the tena 

@@qualitativew as 1s *lied by Lincoln anâ Guba (1985) ; 

althaugh there is a phenanenological element to al1 

qualitative research (Bogdan & BMen, 1982; Patton, 1990 ; 

Taylor & Bogdan ,  1984) not al1 qualitative research is 

phenoallenological (Ray, 1994) . 

There i s  considerable variation in the definition of the 

term "qualitative researchu to be fauad in the literature 

with definitions ranging From a' . . . any kind of research that 

proüuces findings not arrived at by statistical procedures or 

other means of quantificationw (Strauss & Corbin, 1990, 

p. 17) to an unwillingness to define the tarm since it "... 
defaes comprehensive definit ion. '  (Stiles, 1993, p. 594 ) .  

There is, howwer, agreement among researchers Èhat 

"Qualitative iaquiry is not a single thing w i t h  a s ingular  

subj ect mattePa (=ton, 1990, p. 65) but is an UIIIi)rella term 

for a collection of numerous different methodologies (Bogdan 
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& Biklen, 1992; Corbin & Strauss, 1990; Denzin & Lincoln, 

1994; Glesne and Peshkin, 1992; Ho~ïn~~md,  1989) . Quaitathe 

inquixy assumes a generally accepted set of antological, 

epistensological, anci methodologid research canons that 

provide a f ramework for such research. In adàzessing the 

ontological question " w h a t  is the form and nature of 

reality?" , for example, qualitative inqpiry assumes multiple 

constmcted zealities based on peoplers perceptions; others 

may or may not share these constructions or eiements of theai- 

Reality is dynamic, changing as perceptions change (Guba st 

Lincoln, 1994; Lincola & Guba, 1985; Stainbaek 6; Stainhack, 

1988) . 
fn response to  the epist-logical questions "what and 

h m  are things k n o ~ l l ? ~ ~ ,  qualitative inquizy assumes the 

person (the researcher) is the primaxy instrument for data 

collection (Patton, 1990; Stainback & Stainhack, 1988). The 

collection of data by the researcher is accamplished through 

direct interaction w i t h  the participants in order to hear 

thefr perspectives (Guba & Lincoln, 1994) . Qualitative 
inquiry's orientation is toward discovery (Lincoln & Guba, 

1985; Patton, 1990; S t a b b a c k  & Sta%nback, 1988) ; and its 

purpose is undesstanding the participants fran their point of 

v iew,  in particular the meanings they attach to eveilts and 

interactions (Bogdan & B i k l m ,  1992 ; Hoshmand, 1989 ) . 
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When it canes to the question of %tethodfiu- -of hail one 

goes abaut collecting âata-the strategies and processes used 

are more apt to be method01ogy specific, that is, specific to 

one of the ntmierous me~odologies w i t h i n  the qualitative 

framework. In ethnography. for instance. the main mode of 

data collection is participant obseruatioa. interviews, 

however, appear to be a dominant m e t h o a  of data collection in 

many qualitative studies (-Ban & Biklen, 1982. 1992; Glesne 

& Peshkin, 1992). 

Qualitative methodology has numerous 0th- 

characteristics tnat are relevant to this discussion. This 

approach is considered both descsiptive (Van Hesteren, 1986) 

and interpretive (B0gda.n & Bikhn, 1992; Hoshmand, 1989); yet 

interpretations are negotiable (Glesne & Pesbkin, 1992) . 
Qualitative researchers acknwledge pre- suppositions in the 

form of personally held beliefs, biases or assumptions but. 

as previously *lied, they usually do no+ enter the research 

process with a set of hypotheses to be tested (BogdAn 6; 

B i k l e n ,  1982). 

Patton (1990) provides a useful sumaary of the elements 

of quaïitative inquiry. In aadition to those already 

mentioned, his swnaary includes the f ollwing 

characteristics: 

1. Qualitative research designs are Hnatualistic* in that 

the tapics under study are mal-world situations not 

silb j ected to mnipulation. 
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Qualitative fnqpiry &ta are camprised of agthick* 

(detailed) descriptions of the phenonenon provided by the 

study participants. 

The ptocess of data aaalysis is inductive as opposed 

to deductive; no hypotheses are fomulated or tested. 

The perspective taken is holistic, the people and the 

situation are viewed as a whole and the whole phenamenon 

with al1 its cauplex interdependencies is the focus of 

study. Phendmena are c o n s i d m  to be greater than the sum 

of their parts, and efforts to reduce them to discrete 

elements and/or cause-ef f ect relationships are re j ected. 

Qualitative researchers are context orienteb; f indings are 

invariably placed in social, temporal and historical 

context (Taylor & Bogdan, 1984) . Any attesitpts to 

generalize across time and space are treated w i t h  

scepticism. 

As previously stated al1 qualitative researchers 

reflect, in some way or another, a phenomepological 

(Bogdan & Biklen, 1982; Pat ton ,  1990; Ray. 1994; 

Taylor & Bogdan,  1984) as canpared to conducting a 

phenotnenological stiidy (Patton, 1990) . The term 
phencnrieaological perspective can mean : 

. . . either or &th (1) a f ocus on what people 

experience and how they intergret the world (in which 

case one can use interviews without actually 



experiencing the phenonenon itself ) or (2 1 a 

rnethodological mandate to actually werience the 

phenanenon being imrestigated (in which 

case garricipant observation would be necessary) (p. 

7 0 ) .  

A phenomenological stu* howwer, focuses on the % . .  essence 

or essences to shared merience . . ." (Patton, 1 9 9 0 ,  p. 71) . 

Ray (19941, in her discussion of credïble qualitative 

and phenomenological research, points to the confusion 

surrounding the term phenonienology and its misuse, sorttethhg 

she believes can be avoided if the researcher is not only 

versed in the philosaphical mots of the phenomenological 

tradition but also cosrrilwiicates that understanding to the 

reader; a position supported by Cohen and Omery (1994) . This 
requirement proved to be no easy task, since "As you b o w  

pbenomenologists are not noted for their char language ,.. 88 

(Cohen & û m e ~ ~ ,  1994, p. 136). This criticism directed at 

phenoxnenological philosaphers, 1 suggest , is equally 

applicable to pheaanenologists involved in social science 

research . 
The following discussion of the philosophical roots of 

phenomenological tesearch into himian behavior is derived fram 

t w o  major sources: translations of original works anci 

(primarily) secondaxy sources that struggle with the task of 
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making phenunenological philosophy more comprehensible to the 

non-philosopher. 

Present &y phenanenological research is not 

characterized by a unified body of thought, yet each 

variation has its roots in phenaneaologicaï philosophy; 

particularly the phenomenological philosophies of EBimtnd 

Husserl and Mastin Heidegger. Because these two philosaphers 

are considered to be the key influences on contemporary 

phenomenological research in the social sciences (Becker, 

1992; Cohen & Omery, 1994; Moustakas, 1994; Patton, 1990; 

Ray, 1994) this discussion will be limited to the 

philosophical canons each one espoused. 

Ednrund Husserl (1859-1938) , was a ~ e r r i ~ a  xmthematician- 

tumed-philosopher who studieâ under the tutelage of Fraaz 

Brentano. Brentano was interested in reforming philosophy and 

beliwed that philosopby in the service of  h d t y  could 

fil1 the gaps left by the philosophical questions organized 

religion c d d  no longer answer (Cohen, 1987) . Husserl, îike 
Brentano, wanted to reform philosophy but his motivation for 

reform grew out of a concezn for philosophy's loss of primacy 

and status amang the sciences (Jennings, 1986) . Husserl 
proposed phenannological philosophy as the . . ideal of 
'rigoroue sciencet in pursuit of absolute knuwledge of the 

world" (Jennbgs, 1986, p. 1232) through the process of "... 
getting back to the things themselves*. Husserl, considared 

to be the father of phenanenology and a niajor figure in the 
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P h e n ~ o l o g i c a l  M w e m n t ,  ccmnitted himself throughaut U s  

lifetime to the establishment of phenanenological philosophy 

as a rigorous science focused on human concerns (Cohen, 1987 : 

Cohen & -, 1994) . 
Husserlfs phenanenology situates the focus of inquiry in 

peaglefs descriptions of their qeriences, in the finn 

belief that * . . . hrmian experience contains a meaningful 

structure. (Cohen & Omery, 1994, p. 137) and, free froni 

research ptesuppositions, is a valuable source of knowledge. 

It is the search for, and âiscovery of these meaninsful, 

universal, essential structures or essences of conscious 

experience that is the work of the ghenanenological 

philosopher (Cohen & ômery, 1994; Polkinghome, 1989: Ray, 

1994). Husserl beliwed that, in order to uncover the 

essences w i t h i n  peoplet s experience of events in the everyday 

world and thus gain invaluable knowledge, the phencmerIologist 

must return to obseming people's exparience in the world and 

to suspend personally held assumptions, beliefs and knowledge 

of the life world. Husserl temecl this suspension of beliefs 

"epochew and - l i e  that  it, along w i t h  deep self - 
reflection, was necessary for the revelation of knowledge 

baseci on nonrslativistic evidence (Ray 1994) .  The cnur of 

Husserl's notion of essences was their universality and their 

absoluteness and thezefoie their independence tram histotical 

time (Jennings, 1986) . The goal of Husserlian phenaenology 

is a campreheasive descciption of the phenanenon untainted by 
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preconception. me Husserlian tradition can be seen to be 

epistemic , eidetic (descriptive) , and letranscendental'u w h e r e  

transcendental &ers to the suspension of presuppositions 

about the world and ". . . can be understood as conferring 

m e a n i n g  by the knowing ego, or self, reflectiaq on itself 

(Ray, 1994, p. 119) . 
Although aspects of Husserl8 s philosaphy changed aver 

time, U s  concepts of phencxnenology as rigorous science; of 

himran expetrience as a saurce of kn~wledge of turiversal 

essences (p.hilosophic radicaïism) ; of hrmians as being self - 
seflective and responsible for self and the culture (etnos of 

radical autonomy) ; and of epoche remaineâ constant (Cohen & 

Omery, 1994) . Kis views on consciousness (what we know is 

that which is in aur consciousness) and on the intentionality 

of consciousness where intentionality is the intemal 

experience of being conscious of scmething (Moustakas, 1994) 

also remainecl unchange& 

M a r t i n  Heidegger, like Husserl, saw phenanenolagy as a 

means of cedeîining philosophy. H o w w e r ,  althaugh he 

continued to acplore consciousness and kaowledge u s h g  

Husserl's phenotmenological methoâ, he rejected several 

foundational elements of Husserlian tradition. Heidegger 

rejected Husserl% epist-logical focus in the belief that 

the primary focus of this new philosophy should be 

ontological. The emphasis, Heidegger beliwed, should be On 
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understanding, not description, as Husserl proposed (Cohen & 

O m q ,  1994) . 
While he accepted human ecperience as a source of 

kiowledge, Heidegger rejected the notion of essences as pure 

knowledge. To hisn the focus of phenaneaology shauld be on the 

m e a n i n g  of Befng ,  where B e i a g  is presence in the world. 

Heidegger, like Husserl, recognized the importance of 

preconceptions and presuppositions . He believed, hmwer , 

that rather than suspending or eiiminating awareness of the 

world (presuppositions) in order to rweal pure knowledge as 

Husserl proposed, such presuggositions only ne& uncwering 

fo r  they are *... what constitute the possibility of 

intelligibility or m g *  (Ray, 1994, p. 120) . Being,  or 

presence already in the world, makes for intezpretation as a 

way of understanding, of making m e a n i n g .  

Xeidgggarian trafition, as indicated above, includes the 

concepts of Being, and being there (Dasein) ; that is the 

person is always in the wiorld, not simply of  at as Husserl 

se- to suggeet (Becker, 1992) . In hie philosophical pursuit 

of Being, or more accurately the meaeing of Being 

(Spiegelberg, 1982) and f ime,  Heidegger united existsntial 

philosophy w i t h  phenomenolagical methW (Becker, 19 9 2 ; 

Polkinghorne, 1989).  The Heideggarian t radit ion can be seen 

to be interpretive (hermeneutic) , and ontological . 
The foregoing discussion of the philosophical roots of 

phenomenology as a research approach, limited as it is to the 
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key elements of the philosaphies of the wo major 

philosaphers involveci in the inception of phenosnenology. is 

intended to provide a background for future sections of this 

dissertation that address my choice of a phenoaaeaological 

m e t h o d  for use in this study- 

. 
In accordance Mth Ray's (1994) criteria for accellence 

in phenoanenological research, the follaving is an explication 

of the nature of the particigants (including myself as an 

active participant in the study) 

The adolescent girls who participata in this study 

(eleven in ail) ranged fa age from thirte%n to sixteen years 

old; one was thirteen, four were fourteen, five were fifteen 

and one turned sixteen during the participant selection 

process. These participants came fnmi diverse social, 

econamic and racial backgrounds including both majority and 

visible minority ethnic origins. S e m  of the girls w e r e  

Caucasian and four were Oriental (one participant was 

Chinese, one was Vietnamese and t w o  were East Indian). 

The participants w e r e  distributed anmng grades swen, 

nlne and tsn in three differeat =ban schools where grade 

s w e n  is the entry level of junior high school, and grade ten 

is the ontry level for high school. One pazticipant was in 

grade sewn, three w e r e  in grade nine and seven w e r e  in grade 

ten. 
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The school attended by six of the participants is a 

ccmbined juniot/senior high schwl located in a mixed 

socioeconomic neighborhood and draw students fran across the 

city. One participant attended a parochial high school and 

the r#Minder attended a public high school noted f o r  its 

academic excellence. This school serves the older midâle 

class urban area w i t h i n  which it is located, as well as some 

newer upper midâle class SUbUTbap developaents . in addition 
tu their regular schoaling, sme of the participants were 

involved in extracurriculiu educational endeavaurs such as 

music, drama and âance classes, and âance and language 

training specif ic to their cultural/efhnic heritages . 
None of the participants regorted having academic 

problems; canments such as: "1 do OK in schcml but imm, I1m 

not a high achiwer or anything.* and *Most people think 1% 

mart but P m  not reaïly that rmiarr; 1% an OK st~dent.~~ made 

by Gay and Ann are representative; aïthough Jessica said 

(sanewhat shyly) : "1 th- Inm pretty bright because T get 

good marks in schaol. 

Al1 the girls in the study lived in two-garent families: 

nine of the participants lived with both of their biological 

parents and two w e r e  parented by their biolagical mother and 

a stepfather. with one exception, the farnily hane is shared 

w i t h  one or more siblings. Five of the participants live with 

one or more brothers or half -brothers but no sisters; four 

live w i t h  one or more sisters and no brothers; one rives w i t h  
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bath a brother and a sister and one participant has step- 

siblings but they do not live in the family honie. Two 

families iaclude one or more residmt grandparents. 

Each of these participants can be seen as a risk taker 

m e r e l y  through the act of volunteering for the project. That 

characteristic was further maaif ested by their willingness to 

shéue the intricacies of their relationships w i t h  me, someone 

they did not know and, w i t h  one exception, had n w e r  m e t  

before. This willingness to pazticipate went far b o n d  

simply anmering questions ; these young Women went to great 

lengths in helping me understand their lives in the context 

of their relational lif eworlds and pazt of that process was 

teaching me the latest adolescent jargon. These adolescents 

w e r e ,  for the most part, astonishingly frank and open; the 

stories they told to describe and/or explicate incidents in 

their relationaï experience w e r e  of tea recounted with a great 

deal of w r y  hinaosir; scme with mch poignancy and al1 with 

mch trust in me. These features are demonstrated in the 

f ollowing conversational excerpts : Barbara, (talking about 

her family) . 
My family. Well nly wonderfully annaying l i tt le  

sister is elwen. Now, eleven, one plus one aads up 

to two so 1 figure terrible twos and eleven gotta be 

sunewhere related. 

and Laurie, talking about her relationship with her mother: 
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.,.me and my mother, you know (aren't) too, you knau, 

close or anything so, well in my opinion, she probably 

thinks we are but (pause) she really makes me mad a lo t ;  

but w i t h  f riends, 1 donlt k m ,  1 t h ink  1% closer ta my 

friends than my parents right now. 

In my mle as researcher 1 was an active participant in 

this project and as such contribute to both the process and 

the content of the research project. As the researcher 1 am 

not only the research instrument that collects the data, 1 am 

also the one who formulates and asks the questions. who 1 am 

is also part of that contribution. 

1 am wif e, m o t h e r  and grandmotha, once a f emale 

adolescent like my adolescent gahicipants but in another 

long ago time and place. I was well trained in the social 

tradition of the female role. 1 have mothered t h e e  & ~ g h t e r ~  

and a son through adolescence in yet another sociohistorical 

the .  Relationships with significant others w e r e  taken for 

granted in those other tinies and, I believe, were not an 

ove= part of the majority so~iocult~l ethos of the times 

as they are today. Relationships were jus t  there; initiated, 

nurtufed anci maintained by wanen; they w e r e  not, at least to 

any great degree, the focus of attention in the popular or 

the academic climate. 

1 am also student, teacher, and resc-urcher. I have been 

trained in the positivist tradition in the course of 

cmpleting a degree in chemistry and matheiiatics. O a l y  
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recently I began fonnal study in what is referred t o  as hurwn 

scieace (Maustakas, 1994; Van Manen, 1990) . The positivist 
research methodology to whicb 1 continued to be exposed in 

this nair discipline rareïy made any sense to me,  As a 

context-oriented tbidcer, 1 was a1ways aware of the role of 

physical, historieal anâ social context in huanan lives and 

baffled by its absence in studies of those lives. My question 

was always "But w-t about .... ?". 1 also knew that my 

personal mcperience rarely, if ever, fit psychological 

theory. 

Then 1 began to read f a s t  psychological literature 

and things began to make sense both from the standpoint of 

theories abatt w m e n  and the standpoint of how and froai whan 

the infoxmation f ram w h i c h  theory evolved, was acquired. 

Simply listening to w m e n  ta lk  about their existence ratber 

than theorizing about testable hypotheses and thereby 

imposing a biased view of that existenceaappealed to my sense 

of the ccmplexities in h m  interactions and the 

impossibility of conducting bias- and value-free research in 

husnan science. 

F r a  my awn experiences 1 knew reality as one person's 

reality that might or rnight not be shared by others; that 

what 1 knew said as mch about me as it did about sanething 

hm or knowable, that there was a relationship between the 

h o w e r  and the knuwn (Guba, 1990) . world view includes a 
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set of feminîst principles that âirect my life in its 

entirety. These grinciples are: 

1. The Personal is Political 

2. Egalitarian Relationships 

3. Valuing the Feoiale Perspective (Rave & Larsen, 1990; 

Sturdivant, 1980; Worell & Reinter ,  1992) . 
This ontological , epistermlogical , methodological and m o r a l  

world view suggests that 1 would not choose a positivist 

methodology nor wauld 1 choose a research topic that 

necessitated such an approach (Colaizzi, 1978; Glesne & 

PeshWn, 1992) . The parricul= processes of making those two 

choices will be described in a subsequent section. 

My involvement in a research project entitlad me 

develop~eat of young g i r l s  : memes of cannection and 

responsibility proviaed experience in qualitative inquiry and 

a focus for this project. In t ba t  previous study, I 

intedewed four young girls, ageâ eleven to +hi=-, an 

average o f  eight times mes a period of eighteen months. 

These participants attended mixed gender public elementary 

and junior-high schools that serve a diverse econanic, 

social, anâ ethnie population in an urban setting. The 

intenriews w e r e  conducted in the school setting. The data 

acquired in that study point to the importance of connection 

Mth others for these adolescents and reflect the relational 

aspects of adolescent developmant, including the struggles 
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between sunriml and gaodness reported by other tesearchers 

(for  -le: Brown & Gilligan, 1992; Gilligan, Lyons h 

Hamner, 1990 , Bcemplars taken fran that data are: 

Betty: 

But June was a very bad mnth for me 

EWhat happened? 1 

1 got in a reélly big f ight w i t h  m y  friend and it jus t ,  

for a few weeks it j u s t  se- that the whole entire 

world was aga-st me,. .. , , 
... f broke al1 connections w i t h  my friend.....I had been 

so stressed out probably f m m  staying up late studying 

plus the f ight and w e q t h i n g .  I had gotten chicken 

pax.... l was so stressed 1 couldnlt enjoy my surmer 

holidays or anything. But 1 called my friend and said 

that 1 would still like to be friends w i t h  ha. Anyways 

that like kind of helped me a bit. 

B e t t y :  (Referring to her graadniother and a foreign exchange 

student who w e r e  both visiting the family at the same tirne) 

July was my month of others. And it really didnlt help 

me because 1 wanteâ to focus on myeelf and everything 

because 1 was having a l o t  of trouble with my friends. 

Geneviwe: 

I beliew studying is like, you need, you ne& +O study, 

you need good grades. B u t  if you spend your whole lif e 

on that yaumll j u s t  be, youmll be lonely 1 guass..... 
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But  I don% feel t ha t  s tight (to not w a n t  friends) 1 

feel tha t  you need frLenbship, you need same contact and 

stuf l m  

[what gees on in your thinking w h a ~  you say 1'11 take this 

one, no, 1'11 take this one ? (referrhg to chaasing p m r s  

for school pro j ects 1 1 

Alexandra replie:  "Weil, Ur kind of, 1 don' t -t to make 

this persan feel upset, but 1 donwt w a n t  to make this person 

upset either." 

[When you are feeling depressa w h a t  helps yau to feel a 

little b e t t e ?  1 

Sasha's reponse was: 

I donlt k m .  Weil actually, un, 1 know that there are 

people who care about me and stuff . Well, 1 thought when 

she, my m o t h e r  was driaWng she d i â n l  t care about me and 

at al1 and stuff . And um, now shel s just starting, now 

that shets stoppeü dr iak iag ,  t w o  years ago, noar she's 

really start ing to care about me. And (when) my mother 

was &inking for three years, sister was my mothet. 

This earlia project also provided an o ~ p o h r t n i t y  to 

listen to young girls1 voices thrmgh the use of picture 

collages constructed by the participants and photographs 

taken by them. The discussions around these projects s m e d  

as triangulating data for the interview iaaterial. 

The findings in this study quite cleatly supporteci the 

findings of Carol Gilligan and ber colleagues who propose a 
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relational dwelopmental pa-y for men; a p a m y  that ,  

in early adolescence, begins to diverge fmtn that previously 

shared w i t h  maîe peers (Greggs, 1992) . 

Working on that earlier pro ject led ma to wonder about 

the paxticipants ' experience of their reïationships w i t h  

others who were important to then. Would they, for instance, 

describe relationships w i t h  frie- in tne same way as they 

described those with family members? If differen+ly, how? The 

research question then bec- *Hm do adolescent girls 

perceive and describe their relationships w i t h  signifiant 

others in their l i v e ~ ? ' ~  Fraa this question a second one 

wolved, '#What methodology would best reveal the answers to 

the research question? lu 

Reflections on how best to a c c ~ l i s h  the research task 

proâuceâ several points tha t  w e r e  deemed to be essential to 

the research process: 

1). The preferred source of the information had to be 

adolescent girls themselves. 

2 ) .  The methodology of choice would have to be consonant with 

personally held ontological and epistemological beliefs,  in 

other words, my "socialized worldview8@ (Glesne & Peshkin, 

1992, p. 9) . 
3) , The preferred research design w o u l d  foster, rather than 

silence, the voices of the adolescent participts  (Brown & 

Gilligan, 1992) . 
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4)  . The gref erred mode of data collection would be one that 

is as free from remarcher bias as is possible. 

5 )  . The methodology would neeâ to include the potmtial for 

flexibility such that the researcher, if necessary, could be 

responsive to the participaat, the process and the protocols 

as the research progressed* 

Pot these reasons a qualitative, as contrasted w i t h  a 

quantitative aethodology, was the reseatch paradi- of 

choice . 
There are numerous variations within qualitative 

inquiry, one of which is Uphenanenology. Phencxnenology 

itself, is not a unified body of thought as noted earlier in 

the discussion of phenomenologyls philosaphical mots. There 

are, however, c ~ n a l t i e s  within its variations (Patton, 

1990). What adds to the confusion is the need to distinguish 

between philosaphical phenanenology and phenmenological 

psychology; the foci of discovexy in the fonner are universal 

structures that are *. . . tequird for the appearance of 

consciausness itself* (Polkighome, 1989, p. 43) . In 
phmanenologicai peychology the foci of inquiry are the 

structures of the phenanenon under study that are typical for 

groups of people. The emphasis in phencznenological psychology 

is on the descriptions given by participants whereas in 

phencmenological philosophy the inquiry places great emphasis 

on the self -reflection of the inquirer (Polkinghorne, 1989 1 . 
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Patton (1990) provides a plain language definition of 

phencxnenological inquizy that is particulatly helpful +O the 

neophyte phenoarilenological researcher. Be States "-.. 
phenanenological inquiry focuses on the question: What is 

the stmctufe and essence of experience of this phenanenon 

for these people?Bg He goes on to Say *... a phenanenological 

study (as opposed to a pheamolagical perspective) is one 

that focuses on descriptims of what peaple merience and 

h m  if is that they exparience vbat the-  expeiriencem (p. 7 1) . 
Poîkinghorne (1989) also limits the notian of universal 

essences to phenoanenological philosophy and talks in tems of 

phenamenal structures that ". . .are typical or gen- for 

groups of people1@ (p. 43). G i v e n  my own approach, w h a t  1 

wanted to q l o r e  and how 1 wanted to explore it, 

phenanenology was chosen as the research methodology. 

Phenanepological tesearchers do no+ use the positivist 

language of rsliabilîty and validity: rather they speak of 

81truthu. Pherianenology holds that ".. . tnith is in the 

expetience or the perception of the merience" (Ballou, 

1990, p. 27). agPhenanenological %ruth', then is neither 

coherence nor correspondence. Rather, it is 

(B(~rockleman, 1980, 

p. 6 6 ) .  The focus is on understaacting the investigated 

phenmenon (in this stuby, the girls' -ience of their 

relationships) as a criterion for research knowleîge; 
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understanding that is not intended to ". . .master, contml, or 

danhate ita8 (Colaizzi, 1978, p. 56)  . X n  the 

phenamenological approach to psychologicaï research, 

%. .objectivity is fidelity to phenanena. ft i s  a refusal to 

tell the phenanenon what it is, but a respectful listening to 

what the phenamenon speaks of itself (Colaizzi, 197 8 ,  p. 5 2 )  . 
Colaizzi (1978) states . .metho&logy rests in 

philosophy "(p. 54) ; a position supported by Ray (1994) - Thus 
the measure of success and fruitfulness of any qualitative 

research methodology cran not be detexmined by the standards 

or criteria established by methodological philosophies other 

than its own (Kirk iSè Miller, 1986). The measure of success of 

phenomenological research is grounded in pheucxnenological 

philosaphy and, therefore, is determined by the degree to 

which the methodology accamplishes its own aims (Colaizzi, 

197 8; Kirk Q Miller, 1986) . S i m p l y  put, those aimfi are 

descriptive identification and understanding of p h e n a e ~ .  

Because the intent of this study is to gain 

understanding of the relational -iences of adolescent 

girls through listening to their voices, a phen~menologically 

based understanding-descriptive methad,  specif ically 

Colaizzi's (1978) procedural d e l ,  becme the method of 

choice. Colaizzi (19781, states that ".. .there is no single 
(phenorrienological) method or procedure, but only methobs and 

procedures of description." (p. 53) anU suggests that since 

his  mode1 is not definitive it is appfopriate for other 
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researchers to modify his procedures to fit their approaches 

and the phenorneria under investigation. The strategies and 

procedures used in this study, howwer, remin essentially 

true to those outlined in Colaizzi (1978) . 
preparing to conüuct this resezuch. 1 epgaged in a 

process of self - teflection, the main Burpose of w E c h  was the 

identification of personaï inclinations, preconcegtions and 

biases as telated to the phenanenon under investigation 

(Colaizzi , 1978 ; Hoshmmd, 1989) ; that is, adolescent girls ' 

meriences of relationships . This process of interragating 
my collection of presuppositions about this phencxnenon made 

it possible for me to s-ize than in a formal statement: 

It appears to m e  tha t  there is a strong relational 

cmponent in adolescent girlst psychological 

develapuent and that their merience of theit 

relationships w i t h  others important to than is an 

integraï elesnent in that dwelopn\ept. 

Nethad 

The sampling process begins, in qualitativa research, 

w h e n  the researcher clearïy delinestes ". . .the 
characteristics of the participants and their place in the 

sociaî settingw (Field & Morse, 1985, p. 94). I l iese 

characteristics are the criteria that form the wsamplw 

f rameHm ( D i e r s ,  1979, p. 7 9 )  . Colaizzi (1978) specif ies only 

two criteria for participation in hi8 mode1 of 
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pheno~nenological inquiry: v i e n c e  w i t h  the phenmenon 

under investigation, and articulateness . The sanpling f zame 

in this stu*, havever, also included the f ollowing 

stipulations: Participants had ta be fornale, aged 12- 15, 

willing to participate, and had not participated in the 

-lier study on relational dwelopnent. Parental consent for 

participation was required. 

Convenience sampling was used to rectuit eleven 

participants for  the stuw. 1 contacta severaï of the 

participants in the earlier study anB asked them to talk t o  

their friends about my study. Nine of the participants weze 

recruited in this manner; two volupteered after hearing about 

the project frau outside sources. Initial willingness to 

participate was confinned by telephone: then each potential 

participant and her family w e r e  given a letter outlining the 

project (-dix A) . A consent fonn was included w i t h  the 

letter (Appendix B) . 

'Ru0 means of collecting data w e r e  used: audio taped 

". ..dialogal intemiews ...lB (Colaizzi, 1978, p. 62 )  and 

pictures taken by the paxticipants using disposable -as 

provided by me. Dialogal interviews are those in which the 

interviewer emplays imaginative listening (Sheridan, 1975, 

cited in Colaizzi, 197 8) that is , the researcher mst be . . . 
attentive to the subject's nuances of speech gestures .., II 

(Colaizzi, 1978, p. 6 2 )  ; of listenhg with ". . . more than his 
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ears; he mst listen w i t h  the totality of his being and the 

entirety of his personality* (Colaizzi, 197 8, p. 64 ) . 
Photographs taken by participants as a camglemient to 

dialogal interview protocols had proved valuable in prior 

research (Bach, Clandinin, & Greggs, 1992; Bach, 1993) . 
Two data gathering interviews and a third interview for 

the purgose of c~rifinning the findings of the stuc were 

conducted w i t h  each participant. The data gathering 

interviews varied in length f ~ l m  fozty f ive minutes to one 

and a half hours. the variation being participant driva. 

Theae interviews taok place in the participant's haae in a 

r o m  of ber choice that accorded sufficient privacy to 

maintain confidentiality. Two tape recorders were used, one 

as a back-up in case of equipntent failure. 

In the first interview, in order to focus on the 

phenamenon under investigation, each young g ir l  was asked t w o  

general questions (Bogdan & B i k l e n ,  1982: Colaizzi, 1978; 

May, 1989 ) . The questions addresseâ self -descriptions and 

relationships w i t h  others (AppendUc C )  anâ enrolved from 

reflections on the works of Carol Gilligan, Nona Lyons, Lyn 

Milce1 Brown and others; fzom reflections on the interviews 

conducted in the prwiaus study; and on mpr presuppositional 

statement m u t  the relational worlds of adolescent girls 

derived f sani those reflections (Colaizzi, 197 8 ; Hos-d, 

1989 . No other questions were predetermined; any 

supplemental questions w e r e  for the purposes of 
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clarification, focusîng,and greater elaboration and evolved 

in a ". . , clue and cue-taking . . . m g  m e s s  (Ray, 1994, 

p. 129) that characterizes phen-ological intemdewing 

( B e c k e r ,  1992; Ray, 1994). 

At the end of the first interview, each of the 

participants was given a âisposable caznera and asked ta take 

as niaay or as few pictues as she desired of anything 

important to her. . 
Following each of these first interv5eus. the audio 

tapes w e r e  transcribed anci a simmary of the descriptions of 

relationshigs given in each protocal. was prepared for use in 

the second interview- 

The second intefview began w i t h  the participant reading 

her own su~mnaty for accuacy and coiipleteness, then mwed on 

to any unfinished issues f rcan the first interview and f ran 

there to a discussion of the snapshots ahe had taken. The 

audio tapes w e r e  again transcribed. 

A third interview, for the purposes of confirming and 

assessing the accuacy and truthfuïness of the findings, was 

conducted &ter ten of the elwen participants had been given 

a c e  of the first draft of the research fhdings for her 

pes'usal and f eeâback. (One of the original participams had 

mbved merseas and could not be contacted for this f fnal 

step) . Prior to distributing the ataft copies each remaining 

participant uras contacted by phone and a mMhM of 

distribution was arranged. Guidelines for feedback w e r e  
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discussed and a smmary written copy of the discussion was 

Znc1uded w i t h  the âraft capy of the f indings (See Appendix 

D . A t  that t h e  arrangements w e e  m e  for feedback to be 

provideâ in a telephone interview foxmat. These final 

intemiews were of shozt duration, lasting a naxhmm of f ive 

to eight minutes; the participants report& being satisfied 

with the firiaings. No new information was acquired. 

Data analysis, in one sense, began during the first 

interview and continued throughmt al1 the interviews in that 

certain statements, words or manners of qression seemed to 

stand aut in my minB. This informaal process also occurred 

during the transcription of the tapes. 

The formal data analysis was conducted as outlined by 

Colaizzi (1978) in  his s e v m  step mode1 of data analysis. 

This process involved: 

1) Listening to the tapes, and sinailtaneously reading the 

traascripts (protocols 1 ; 

2 )  Returning to the protocols aaâ extracthg niatezial 

that directly pertained to the investigated phenanenon- - 
". . . ex tac t ing  sicplificant statcmentsi' (p. 5 9 )  ; 

3) Spelling out the meanings of each statement - - 
". . .foIlRUfatiag meaningsaa. (p. 59) ; 

4)  And organizing these meanings across the protocols into 

. . . cl usters of themes" . (p. 59 ) The themes were  then 

referred back to the protacols for validation. 



The results so far were integrated and 

The fiadrings were t w e d  back to the p a h i c i p ~ t s  for 

confirmation and validation and f eeûback. 

An effort was made ta fornnilate an exhaustive 

description of the imrestigated phenornena (the experienee 

of the relatiomhips with others important to the 

participants) . 

The purposes of the stuw and the logistics of the 

intenriews w e r e  discussed w i t h  the potential participants and 

their parents before the study began; parricipants and 

parents had the oppareunity to m e e t  with the researcher in 

person if they so desired, befote the stuc& began. Parents 

were raquired to sign a consent form (~ppendix  B) and were 

invited to contact or meet w i t h  the researcher at any 

subsequent point during the life oE the proj ect . The 

participants w e r e  able to withdrraw f ram the study at any 

time. 

To protect the iderltity of the participaafs, interview 

notes, photogaphs, tapes an8 transcriptions were assigned a 

pseudonym and no list of idantity/pseudonym correlation 

d s t e d .  The f 0-1 wzitten accouat of this proj ect anplays a 

second s e t  of pseudonyms as furthet protection of the 

identity of the individual pazticipants. 

Ail the tapes, photographs, notes and tranacripts of the 

interviews w e r e  available only to the researcher and her 
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supervieory team. The participants w e r e  given a set of their 

own photographs in the second interview anB had access to 

their own research ptotocols follawing the co~ipletian of my 

research. The tapes. notes, transcripts and the sets of 

photogtaphs are being kept in secure facilities and vil1 be 

destroyed w i t h i n  five years of their acquisition. 

E t h i c a l  standards in psychological research require 

vigilant sensitivity on the part of the reseaxcher to 

indications of psychological distress being qerienced by 

any paxticipant. Signs of distress include inâicators of any 

pre-existing condition revealed in the protocols. In the 

initial interview with one particpan; there w e r e  indiators 

suggesting the existence of a patt- of disorderd eating 

and. distorted body image of suff icient severity to be 

indicative of an incipient eating disorder. This information 

was given to my supervisor inmediately and after consultation 

w i t h  her 1 discussed my concems, f irst, w i t h  the par+icipant 

and then with the participant and her motber, Efer f ather, a 

health care professialal, declined to be present at t u s  

m e e t  hg.  



CBAPTER FOUR 

Findings 

The sheer volume of data ( sane six hundred and f if ty 

pages of protocols) , together with the depth and richness of 

the data; and the camplexities, the contradictions and the 

ccmnonalties within and across the protocols created two 

major dileimias for me. The f irst dilemma centered on hav best 

to present the data -le remaiding true to Colaizzils (1978) 

mode1 of conducting an understaadirzg-descriptive study. The 

second (and perhaps the more inportant) dilemma centerad on 

how to do justice to the w e a l t h  of &ta prwided by the 

participants given that this study is a doctoral 

dissertation, not a lifels work- 

This second dilemna, in a sense, remains. Choices had to 

be made about w h a t  to include or what to leave out; yet these 

choices bad to be made w i t h o u t  losing the essence of the 

participants' experiences of relationships anâ their 

concarnitant psychological develapment of a sense of self. The 

degree to which 1 met this challenge successfully cannot be 

measureâ easily and I remain concemed about inadvertently 

silencing the voices of  the pahicipants. 

Colaizzi presented one means of resolving the first 

dilemria when he described his procedures for anaîyzhg data 

as merely ". . . typical, and are by no meana definitive: . . . I* 
(1978, p. 59)  . He suggests that appropriate modifications can 

be made without coanpromising the results of the study. 1 am 
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assuming that Colaizzi w o U d  be equally flexible about the 

presentation of the f indings an4 have made a modes+ change in 

the presentation of my data. It appeased ta me that  two types 

of f indings- -thematic f indiags and process observations are 

to be found in the protocols . The thematfc f indings are those 

that pertain to the phenanaon under investigation, and the 

process observations are my observations and identification 

of significant elaments, or factors that occurred as part of 

the interview pzocess, Both types are reported. 

It seems to me that one caanot fully appreciate the 

significance of the themes perraining to relationships and to 

the development of self as revealed in this âata without 

first acquiring scme general sense of the nature of the 

relationships in which these adolescent girls participate. In 

other words, h m  do the girls describe their individual 

personal relationships? 

In order to set that c o n t e  1 have chosen to begin t u s  

chapter, grounded as it is in the interview protocols, w i t h  

general descriptions of the nature of the pazticular 

relationships experieaced by the participants. The chapter 

then -es to the identification and description of themes 

pertaining to the phenornena urzder iwestigatian, that is, 

relationships and developntent of a self; themes that sesonate 

through and across the protocols. This section of the chapter 

culminates in a comprehensive description of the pherianena 

under investigation as i s  mandat& in Colaizzi's xnodel of 
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phenanenological research. This description, the goal of the 

research, is derived tram the clusters of closely related 

themes revealed in the data arialysis. The chapter concludes 

with the description of the process obserrrations. 

General Descriptions of Relationships 

There is no signifieance to the order in which the 

following relationships are presented. 

F;ithers 

For the most part fathers seem to be marely a physical 

presence in the lives of these young girls. By this f mean 

that fathers w e r e  physically present to a greater or lesser 

degree but did not involve themselves directly w i t h  their 

daughters in anything other than a superficial way. Sae of 

the participants talked of their relationships w i t h  their 

fathezs using such words as wclose/not closeU (most 

frequently the latter) ; and talked about not knowing than 

very well. As Dierdre put it : 

... a lot of times we ta=, to get, to each other to 

oely if we have to or for, like no one else is there to 

talk to. Wer re not vezy close, we nwer, well we were 

when I was younger but not like since about grade 3 or 

4. 

Barbara on the same topic says: 

He's not around a whole lot so that makes it hard to get 

really close to him and open up to h i m  and stuft like 

that so it makes it difficult to get to know him. 
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She goes on to Say that when her fath- & home he keeps to 

himself prefsrring TV to spending time w i t h  the family. 

O t h e r  participants describe their fathers* role as that 

of the family jokestar who keeps evezyone laughing. Bolly, in 

describing her fatheris role in the family in this vein, 

States quite categorically "1 think , . , ,tbat &s O u r  

zelationship basically. Still others f ocuseâ on the fact 

that father was generous to the point of being indulgent w i t h  

money and material things . Sane fathers are variously 

describec5 as @ # .  . . trying to understand mau and t o  ln. . . help 

make stuff better for me. For al1 that many of these father- 

daughter relationships weze not considered by the 

participants to be ~c lose4~  the girls ( w i t h  one ~ c e p t i o n )  

w e r e  quick to W i f y  their c-ts by declaring that they 

loved their &ds and knew that . . . he will be there for me . 
The exception to fais pattern was Connie who, over t h e ,  has 

becorne estranged front her biolagical father. She perceives 

him as not really -hg: #@f donit think my Bad really cares. 

He doesne t , 1 'rn not really on his priority list . 0, the 
other hand she knows that her stepfather w i t h  whcm she lives 

". . . wants the best for me kinda t_hing.i8 

Mathers 

The descriptions of the mother-daughter relationships to 

be found in this stucty differed in sweral importaat ways 
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from those of the father-daughter descriptions, Although 

there w e r e  sane exceptions, the mother-âaughter relationships 

appeared to be wre intimate, more inclined to be described 

by the participants as close, w i t h  more -ional involvement 

between the two  wumen. Ann expressed it this way: "1 have 

always been closest to my (with -sis) because she's 

ny Mam and evezything. 88 This taken for granted attitude 

about mthers was reflected in several protocols, yet was not 

found in the descriptions of the father-daughter 

relationships. 

Barbara, who descrïbd her relationship w i t h  hez: mther 

as close, talked of sharing team w i t h  ber mother when she 

(Barbara) leazned tha t  a classmate was contemplating suicide 

and of haw she and her mother used the incident to ta- about 

the difficulties of being a teenager today. 

Scme of this closeaess centered on shared gender. Same 

gender allowed the participants to discuss their biological 

development and "girl thingsN w i t h  their mothers, sotnething 

they could not do with their fathers. For a variety of 

reasons, not one of the participants, however, f elt able to 

share everything w i t h  her mother. The met ccnmon "off 

limitsw topic was "guys. S e v e r a l  of the participants 

describeâ incidents in which mother became an advocate for 

her daughter when father and daughter w e r e  at odds whereas 

fatha-as-advocate n s  not mentioned by any participant. 
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These mother-daughter relationships w e r e  not conflict 

free. For the most part, howwer, the participants were  not 

particularly concezned about the argimients, describing them 

as a normal part of mothet-teenage daughter reïationships. 

Whatwas of  concern to thzee of  the gahicipants was how 

infrequently they actually f elt close to their mothers. 

Laurie says ".. .but my mom, me and my mother ,  you know 

(arenit) too you know close or anything so, well in my 

opinion. She probably thinks w e  are but. . . ; and goes on to 

Say that they don1+ really talk, they just yell at each 

other , 

Althaugh al1 but one of the participants lived w i t h  

either younger or older siblings or both it appears that the 

nature of sibling relationships did not easily lend itself to 

description and/or constancy. 1 suggest this may be because 

these relationships are in a constant s t a t e  of flux over 

t h e .  By this 1 mean that, in sibling relationships, gender 

and the relativity of age Bifferences, sepazately anâ in 

interaction create a state of flux or continuous change in 

the relationship . The descriptors, wcloseu and "net closeN 

when used at al1 w e r e  used moze fsequently to describe 

individual (and often infrequent) incidents nith- than the 

sibling relationship as a whole. This pattern occurred more 

frequently when the sibling wae an older brother; and 

w b a t w e r  degree of closenees dweloped did so when the 
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conversation revolved amund soane topic of interest to him. 

An exception to thLs pattern caa be found in Dierdrets 

transcripts when she says: "When w e  were  yauager we used to 

be like (hes emphasis) W e 8  d play like togethet and 

thatl8 ... #@but now...,we, w e  just donet want t o  have anything 

to do w i t h  each other." Here, she clearly talks of the 

relationship w i t h  her older brother in general rather than 

incident specif ic- terms . 
Jessica, on the other hand, talks of: telling her brother 

". , . stuff , like about my personal, like my f riends and he 

liçtens most of the time, but he doesn't t e i l  me any of his 

so heBs just a person there..." 

Relationships with youllger siblings w e r e  frequentîy 

described in somewhat less +_hnn f lattering terms. w P e s t s " ,  

wnuisancesm, "gets OP my nemesa, are representative 

descriptors for both yauager brothers and sisters. Sisters, 

in particular, could not always be trusted with secrets not 

meant for parents to knw. Frus tra f ing  though this was, 

sisters w e r e  sti l l  good to ta= to and ta mentor- Few of the 

participants spoke about their siblings with any significant 

aegree of affection; yet for al1 the tensions in these 

relationships t h e -  did acknowletige that they loved their 

siblings and would be *upsetu if s-thing happeneci to them. 

Tbree of the girls had assumed the task of imnpraviag 

relations w i t h  yaunger brothers . 



The data clearly indicate that  these girls inhabit a 

relational world with their age-mates. It is a world of 

shared experience; a c o n t e  in which the- invest themselves 

in their friends. The casual observer of this world might be 

tempted to classify the relationships between these age-mates 

sirngly as friadships. Yet the p-icipants in this s t u e  

rarely talked in terms of f riends and friendship in any 

generic or gaeral sense; rather they talk in tenns of "my 

best f riend(s) au , "my close f riendsw , and Ymy ordinnry 

f rien-" or "plain f riendsw . Thus individual relationships 

with age-mates fa11 into one of three categories: "best 

f riendshipsw , "close f riendships* , or "osdinary friendçhipsa . 
Two intmelated factors, the degree of intimacy and 

depth of personal disclosures and the perceived extent of 

risk to confid-tiality associated w i t h  the âisclosure, serve 

to dif f erentiate between the three categories . 
Best friendships pravide a safe environment for full 

disclosure of any personal matter or problem without any risk 

of such confidences being betrayed. 

Close friendships require judicious selection on an 

individual by individual basis in the disclosura of petsonal 

matters and there is an elemsnt of threat to the maintenance 

of coafidentiality. 



O r d i n a r y  friendships are not often characterized by 

intirnate personal disclosures and " e x t e "  care is taken in 

w h a t  is told to whan in the rare instances when personal 

disclosures are nmde to "plain frimds", In these or- 

friendships the topics of conversation are, for the most 

part, limited to casual queries about school matters and 

contact w i t h  ordinary friends is limited to that which occurs 

at school. 

Ann and Kerry echo their fellav participants1 c-ents 

in the f ollaÿing excerpts: 

[Do you think there is a difference ( b e t w e e n  a best 

f riendship and ordinary f riendship ) 1 ? 

Kerry : 

Oh ya, therems like a big  difference between 

those two, B e s t  friendship is something that, like, 

you k m ,  is totally precious, you k m ,  1 thhk 1 

value best friendship more than 1 do friendship. 

[What makes it preciaus?] 

unninm, it s because, w i t h  m y  best f riends 1 know that 

they'll be there whenwer 1 need them, you knm, 

like they, 1 know that they wong+ turn their back on me 

and stuff and 1 can just tell them anything, anything 

that ' s going on in my mind and I, f knw that or 

anything that I say that they wouldnWt get mad at me or 

anything you kmw. W i t h  my (best) friends 1 'm open and 1 

tend to be humbrous w i t h  thexn and stuff; but with just 
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frimds, you know, 1, 1 won% open up that mch, 1'11 

open up but not as much as 1 rrould w i t h  a best friend 

about w h a t  f think and stuff, my thoughts. 

Aan: 

Well, just plain f riends, you capt t tell  them 

werything, you have to be extremely careful w h a t  yau 

tell them and like friends are for school and stuff 

like that, close f riends are for weekends and 

parties and stuff like that, but f riends like W e n d y  (her 

best friend) are for life. 

The nature of best friend relationships goes beyond a 

s e t  of shared interests, or the simple desire to be best 

friends with a particular individual. çbared interests are 

important but are not a priority; howwer, being able to 

understand each other is. Holly describes it this -y: 

Well 1 th- it's because, ummi I: classify them as my 

best friends because unm well we can, w e  can relate to 

each others'  lives because, because we understand each 

other ' s personalities, 1: guess, 80, so we can iumm we 

cap like help each othes anâ because we know, w e  know 

each other so well that w e  knaw what the other person 

was goma Bo or Say so easily. 

An -thic conneetion t h a t  is vasiously described by 

indiviidual participants as being more muemotional"; "being on 

the same wave lengthn ; "a cosxnic tie . . , , being able to 

connect, like became one in a way", must &st between the 
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Uidividuals. Best friends are described as . . .liJce a second 

haif... definitely not a better half but a second halfw: "... 
my darker (rebellious) side"; fitting together l ike a 

jigsaww and in one case HShels who 1 want to be. " 

Sn addition, the following personal attributes and 

relational elements must be âisplayed by both participants in 

a best friead relationship: Trust and honesty are t w o  

important elements . As says : . B e s t  f riends " . . . can not 

l ie .  (to each other) . B e s t  f riendships place no limitations 

on what one can discuss or share; each person is a confidante 

for the other and as such does not betay secrets through 

disclosure to outsiders. A best friendship provides a saf e 

environmient far personal authenticity. A best triend accepts 

the authentic you w i t h o u t  reservation or judgement and, 

because she knows yuu and understands you better than anyone 

else (family included) , she can be relied upon to give you 

the reaction you need at the time. AM'S best friend ". . . 
always knaws what to Say to me if 1% feeling sad or 

samething . 
Aïthough the data reveal that many characteristics of 

best friends and best fniendships are to be found in the 

relationships w i t h  close friends, there are major ditferences 

descrïbed by the participants. mese ditferences are usually 

a matter of degree rather than of content. For example, the 

qectation of an absolutely safe envitonment for "telling 

anythingw in a best friendship loses strength when it canes 
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ta close friends. The decision to share a secret with a close 

friend is made on an individual-by-individual basis and only 

&ter the dagree of intima= of the disclosure and the 

trustworthiness of the indiviairai ta whan the disclosure i s  

to be made are weighed judiciously. Barbara's description of 

this process is found in her reflections on her relaticmship 

with her close friend Sally. 

. . . anB plus she happens to blab things that w e r e  told 

her in strict coafidentiality. 'Sally, if you te l l  

;iSIYhody this, 1 swear 1' 11 kill you OK? Naw don1 t blab 

anything to anybody. ' Samehm , sansbody hapens to f ind 

out, lmcmmm, I know 1 âidn't tell this peson and since 

Sally is the only other person 1 told hnmm I wonder how 

they could have found out? 

[What does that sort of thing do to your friendship w i t h  

Sally? ] 

1 hold back a l o t  of things . . . Sa f j u s t  really hold 

a lot of what Z could tell her, well maybe f should tell 

her, what I'd like to tell her because 1 don% know 

whether 1 can trust her. 

Lautie makes the same point: 

Well. like yau do s t u f f  w i t h  them and you talk to them 

and werything but you &n't tell them like stuff like 

that you don1 t w a n t  anyoody else to know really. And yau 

don' t like, you knaw. exgect them to tell you stuf f 

about them. 
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C l o s e  friends, like best  friends, are easy to ta= to, 

but you do not share your deepest thoughts w i t h  thesn; like 

best friends they, they can't 'back-stab' youw as Connie 

puts it. 

Al1 the participants identified one or two people as 

best friends (iacluding one mother)  and for the mst part had 

a considerably larger group of close friends. These friends 

were alaost invasiably school mates who socialized together 

both at school and on the weekends, FOS a variety of reasons 

a best friend might not be a m e n b e r  of this group; for  

instance sane attend a different school or now live in a 

different city, 

B e s t  friendships, with one exception, were Umited to 

relationships between girls, whereas most of the participants 

talked of having both close and orâinaxy friendships w i t h  

girls U guys. 

The f enirale-male best f riendship was described in much 

the same language as the female-feniale best friendships were; 

that is, in terms of freedora to be one's self, trust, 

confidentiality, m u t u a l  s w i n g  and the like. Some 

participants qualified close and or- friendships w i t h  

guys as not being the same as the corresponding relationship 

with girl frïends. Establishing a friendship with a guy, for 

example, can be an uncertain and complicated process to 

determine just  how your approach to a guy is being construed 

"... because soxnetimes they take it the wrong way;" that is, 
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they think that the girl is looking for a different kind of 

relationship; . . . that yau * like ' th- or something. @@ This 

assumption on the part of guys has to be addressed before the 

relationship can dwelop on the gidts  tenus; that is, a non- 

ranvlntic friendship. Once the friendship is established, 

however, there are few if any differences between the 

genders . 
Friendships with guys serve a particular purgose that 

relationships with other girls cannot provide. These male 

friends becowe sources of inforniation about male adolescents 

in general and about certain boys in particular. 

The foregoing th&-nail sketches of various 

relationships irqprtant to the participants are intended to 

introduce the reader to the relational worlds of a particular 

group of adolescent girls ancl to do so in a descriptive 

niariner. 

Identification and the Description of Themes 

The purgose of this research is broadiy postulated as an 

eicgloration of adolescent girlsT experiences of relationships 

with important others in their lives. Themes pertaining to 

the phenmena under investigation as rwealed in the data 

have been arbitrarily aivded into three categories for 

presentation purposes only. The categories, general 

decriptions , themas pertaining to relationships and themes 

pertaining to the dwelapment o f  a self, and the themes, 

theinselvas, overlap and/or are inmctricably bound in the 
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participantsr accounts. Dividing the themes is not intended 

to imply tha t  they are, in any way, differentiated or 

discrete; it siriiply reflects the parailel processes that 

occurred in the interviews. The participantsr accounts moved 

back and forth between descriptions of self and descriptions 

of relationships . 

Girls are active agents in the establishment, 

maintenance, nature and guality of their relationships; 

shaping them and orchestrating them in order to foster their 

own development and that of their friends. Some participants 

talked of having to rnake a concerted effort to get to know 

new people since other people did not approach them. Same of 

the girls felt tbat nraintaining relationships w i t h  girl- 

f riends was hard work especially when special male f tiends- - 

boy- f riends - -bec- parr of the picture. The participants 

clearly managed their relationships, particularly those with 

frienâs. Mutual caring was the c r i t a i o n  for continuing a 

friendship and, as Fiona and Laurie put it, l u i f  they don* t 

care, 1 don ' t carel' . 
ûther participants talked of the difficulties of 

maintaining a relationship w i t h  their fathers as they got 

older, their ovn interests changed and they no longer shared 

their fathers' interests. Barbara, who describes her 

relationship w i t h  her nïùther as close, is clearly taking the 



Table 1. 

e 

1. General descriptions of relatio~iships 

1. P a t h e t  as emotiosidlly distant 

2 .  Mother as htimiately imrolvsd 

3 .  Siblings as variable 

4. Friendships in the adolescsllt subculture 

II. Relationships 

1. Girls as active agents 

2. Relationships as balancing acts 

3 .  Interconnection of trust and intimacy 

4 Friendships and the iaterplay of trust, 

âisclosure, confidentiality, and mtuality 

5 .  The ftiendship group as a buffer zone 

6 .  P e e r  parenting 

III. The Se l f  

1. The self develops in a relational c o n t e  

2 .  The self is -ienced relationaily 

3 .  Essential elemonts to develqment of an 

authentic self 

4. Protection of the authentic self 
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initiative in this relationship when she senses that her 

mother is annoyed w i t h  her: 

. . . like w e  ' re close. Rxcept for some reason, every week 

I might do the mailest little thing , and I 'rn not quite 

sure necessarily what 1 & but 1 seem to be getting into 

a lot of trouble lately, and f don% kmw what 1 did 

wong. Hnmrm. Thatfs something 1 am g o d g  to talk to my 

Man about because 1 dan% really understand it but 1 

seem to be out in the cold for same reason. Hmmm 1 

donf t know what it is but 1 better f iad out 

f m  

Relationships are balancing acts, or a constellation of 

balancing acts. This +heme d f e s t s  itself in the data in a 

variety of  ways. In each relationship, girls activsly work to 

balance their wn needs w i t h  the needs and deumnds of others. 

In mther-daughter relationships, for instance, most of the 

girls talk of no+ being able to talk about *guys and thingsW 

because theirr mother would not be able to hanâle it- AS 

Jessica explains . . I don1 t thi.nk she would be canfortable 

with that. Holly's concern for her mother is reflected in 

this excerpt: 1 donut tell her things which 1 think might 

upset her. lu and, when asked ta amplify her cament , says: 

~uühmm, things about like wfiich guy 1 like or something 

because 1 'm not alluwed to date . . . . The mother' s need not 

to knw is recognized by her daughter and enters the 

relationship equation. 
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Relationships w i t h  peers, on the 0th- hand, often 

require making choices b e t w e e n  the need or desire to belong 

and a tolerance (or lack of tolerance) for social isolation. 

Sweral of the m i c i p a n t s  spoke of the need to present an 

inauthentic self, one that the, thought -1d be acceptable 

to the peer group, in order to gain acceptance. Jessicags 

graphic description of how she tries to cope rith her 

feelings of social isolation follows: 

. . . so like 1 talk their language and 1 gretend like 1 'rn 

really cool and stuff amund my friends, 1 jus t  try to 

be w U t they are, you know because 1 know they done t 

understand me, so 1 try to be what they are. 

[Do you do that in the hopes that they -11 ultimately 

understand p u  or just?] 

Just, just like, to like ma because they think 1% like 

them so . . 
For other particip-s the balance b e t w e e n  the needs of self 

and the demnds of others (friends in particular) is 

challenged when the demands of others lead to self sacrifice. 

K e r r y  describes the process of *... getting really 

passive ... because it's really hard for me to say no to 

-ne." Even when she has 

. . . lots of  hamework and stuff" . . ,and she has Iato get it 

al1 done and they ask me to go pick up a book or 

samething for thexn, I 9 n  like oh 1 &nt+ really w a n t  to 

do that. 1 guess I -11, you knav, 1 cantt say no to 
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this person and stuff cause 1 f eel like, f donlt know, I 

guess I feel really if 1 say no so... 

The degree of mutual trust between those in the 

relationship detemines the lwel of intiaiacy in that 

relationship. The depth and substance of personal thmghts, 

feelings and problems disclose& to others are measutes of 

iatimacy. Intimacy as used here presimtes the wosure of the 

of the real or authentic self to the other in a deliberate 

and self-conscious manne.  Kerry. in a reflective monologue 

on dif Eerences between best f riends and j u s t  f riends says: 

rnmai, mostiy for me itls the tmth and honesty sort of 

thing cause 1 know that they, like Pve  never lied to 

them. They, 1 lu~w theywd never lie to me.  1 guess we're 

really truthful w i t h  each other, l ike ï &mxd, (her 

emphasis) . It's jus t  the fact that 1 know that 1 can 

tell them anything and th- would, they wauldn@ t go 

around telling everyone else, you know, they and theylte 

thste to help me w i t h  my problsms and stuff Waen 1, when 

1 need them, you know, so and that's what makes it just 

like the tn i th  and honesty and you know if theymre there 

or not... . W i t h  my group of friends . . . 1 'rn hesitant 
about telling them sane stuff thatls going on but with 

my best friends 1%. like 1% no+ like 1 knaw that 1 can 

tell thm. 1 think that ites just  about like my 



hesitancy and the fact that 1 donrt h o w  werything 

about th-, you know. . . . .and they have like, they have 

trust in each 0th- and theymre honest with each other 

aad open abaut their feelings and stuff . 

Relationships with trusted friends are experienced as 

the intexplay of trust, disclosure and confidentiality, 

safety, risk-taking, physicality, andmutuality. 

This theme overlaps and builds on the iaterconnection of 

trust and intimacy. When Kerry, in the above quotation, 

speaks so emphatically about a mutua l  proscription on best 

friends lying to each other, she is setting the boundaries 

for nutual trust in her best friendships. With that mutual 

trust in place she feels free to t e l l  than anything, kiawing 

that her confidences will not be betrayed. Thus she ties 

together trust, intimacy, disclosure and confidentiality. 

Itms jus t  the fact tha t  I knav that I can t e l l  th- 

anything and they would, they wauldnmt go around telling 

everyone else, you kuw, they and theymre there to help 

me with my problems and stuff when 1, w h e n  1 need them. 

Her hesitaacy in baing cmpletely open w i t h  0th- friends is, 

she says, a result of not kn-g them well. 

W i t h  my group of friends ... fmm hesitant about telling 
them sane stuff that's going on . ... 1 think that i trs  

j u s t  about like my hesitancy and the fact that 1 don% 

know evezything about the% you know. 



R e f e r e n c e s  to the role of mutual trust in the 

camplicated matrix of peer friendships are found in virtually 

evezy transcript anâ include, as Kerry Bid, the association 

of trust w i t h  intimacy, disclosure, and ccmfidentiality. 

Holly, for instance, describes the most wrtant  part 

of her relationship w i t h  her best f riend, Penny, in the 

f ollowing words : 

1 would Say that (she hesitates) w e ï l ,  because I would 

Say that 1 c m ,  I can tell her aPythfng and 1 know that 

she wonnt make fun of me and she wonet, she wonet go 

tell saneone e1se about it just so she can have a story 

to tell or jus t  for the fun of it, or for aoy reason; 

she wonet, she won't go like that. So 1 thiak, 1 thiak 

with Penny, itrs mbstly trust. 

In this excerpt, Holly introcnices the notion that the risks 

associated w i t h  âisclosure go beyad breaches of 

confidentiality w h e a  she defines trust to include not being 

d e  fun of by P-y- 

Ann also raised the issue of being laughed at when she 

revealed tao nnich of herself to a close friend. She described 

having a crush on a TV star ,  sharing this part of herself 

with one f riend Who laughed at her and of being afraid . . . 
that t h e y  (0th- friends) might make fun of me if 1 told 

them. " 
By piecing these excezpts together, safety and tisk- 

taking in relationships can be seen to join trust, 
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disclosure, and confidentiality in interplay. Y e t  as Ana 

discwered, rwealing wen part of one's authentic self 

through verbai disclosure can entail risk when the depth of 

mutual trust is misjudged. 

In addition to being able to tell al1 in the safe 

environment of best friendships (and to a more d e s t  degree 

in close friendships) same of the participants spoke of 

feeling able to express thenselves in a physical manner 

within the safety of theit friendship groups. The term they 

used to describe this expression of physicality was "hyper" 

and, althaugh the individual descriptions of %yperm8 varied 

samewhat , they included conspicuous physical behavior . Gay, 
who described herself as ". . . byper sametimes but most of the 

time 1 lm pretty quietw mcplained that being hypsr was just  

like totally rurining around and like pushing people but like, 

like, cause my, my best f riend and me w e  al- get like 80 

hyper together Wce sott  of like pushing one another..." In a 

similar veh ,  =barn describes a friend as hyper because 

. . . she s jus t  , she ' s always on the go. she has to be doing 

soatething, she m-tp m8 (Barbarats emphasis) . 
Being hyper is not limited to physical actia.  For 

Dierdre, for instance, being hyper has a strong Wtional 

content : 

L i k e  you knw. just totally happy, like everythingl s 

like you 've forgotten about werything and youl te just 

totally like, you know, lika cleansed and al1 that and 
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ycm can just like (she muses) think freely and like, 

yau can like do whatwer, youlre just not a f a i d  to do 

whatwer, you knaw and then you can, like that s when it 

is easy to speak your mina and 1 don% know, you j u s t  be 

able to do whatever, and have fun and that. 

There is little risk associated w i t h  being hyper w i t h i n  the 

saf ety of the f risndship group, and, as D i e r d r e  put it, w i t h  

her f riends she , . . can be like totally, like totally be 

myself ; it doesna t matter w h a t  I Bo , , . 
A final component in relationships w i t h  trusted f riends 

is mtuality. Mutual sharing of experiences and of telling 

al1 is a mode of %ondingw, and NBonbing is where you fée1 

like you know the person better and that like p u  connected 

saehow, a . . . cause they kaow more about you and you feel 

confident that they like you more*. Holly fashions her sense 

of the importance of giving an8 taking in relationships by 

pointing out that such behavior does not have to be an wen 

traâe. When ft canes to helping friends with pr-lems she 

gives more to  one f riend than another because that friend has 

more prablems, yet she knaws like if 1 had a problem then 

I knaw, 1 know that Ruth, Pat and Agnes (who are al1 close 

friends with Holly and each other) would al1 help me, And I 

think itts a two-way thing, itls mostly a two-way m g . "  

Without mutual sharing and caring, friendships, in 

Fioaals experience, in the end, dissolve, In talking about a 

friend she had last year she says: 
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Last year she was (a friend) but imirm, they &nlt se- 

to care so 1 don8t bother w i t h  them azqptore. If 1 show 

them that 1 care and they don% respond f don't (she 

pauses) give anything really, it ' s give and take you 

know. 1% not j us t  going to give them .... 

The circle of friends that defines those peers w i t h  whom 

each participant spenâs most of har tima serves as a buffet 

zone between the individual and the larger world of the 

school popuïation. In other worâs  it is a safe climate from 

w h i c h  the indivicbal ventures forth and ta which she returns. 

This safe clirmte bas more to do w i t h  mind set-knowing that 

frieaïs will al- "... be there for me no niatter whateu 

than it has ta do with a particular physical location 

although Fiona and her friends have "... aur own pesonal 

place . . .wheze we connect and stay and talk . . . t I  

me concept of the friePdship group as a buffer zone 

evolved as 1 reflected on m y  growulg awarmess of the school 

environnent as a sumetimes difficult, and potentially lonely 

place. ~ecounts such as these bel- precipitatd that 

awareness. S a m  teachers, for instaace, are "indif f erenta , 

others "... âon't really care about your feelings.1g Holly 

describes herself as being 

... sensitive about teachers 1 guess, a l i t t le  bit ,  

because if a teacher like yells at me or t icks m e  off in 

front of the class , then, then, that's like 1 canmt 
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stand that because itts sort of humiliating me in front 

of my frieads., , 

Sane of the participants talk of classr~~~ns in which 

they c a m t  speak out for fear of saying somethiag wrong. 

This feas is usually associated w i t h  who else is present in 

the class. T t  depends who I'm in class w i t h ,  like whons in 

my class and if scnneone that  1 like, so to speak, then 1 kind 

of feel like I say samething wroqg, 1 feei really bad ...". 
When the focus is mcnred from these and other 

difficulties that arise in the larget world of the school to 

the idea that friends serve as a buffer zone, the data are 

camgelling. Hoîly' s acc- is just  one oxample of how the 

familiar serves as a safe haven. 

And mm, friends are an important part of my l i fe 

because 1 spend, 1 spend mst of my t h e  in school and 

so, and that's where 1 spend my t h e  with my friends ... 
Well, w e  can, we can relate to each other's lives 

because, because we understand each othezl s 

personalities 1 guess, so, so we CU ll~m, we can like 

help each other because we know, we know each other so 

well that we 3mow what the other person was gonna do or 

Say-.. , 

What Holly is describing here is a process of validation 

and nolliializing that  can only be provided by those living out 

the same or similar experieaces in the same world. 



Much of the work done in the establishment and 

niaintenance of peer relationships bears an ~ 1 1 ~ -  

resemblance t o  parenting. There is an assimp.tioa of shared 

values in the group anâ there are qectations associated 

w i t h  m a l  standFLltds. Kerry i s  referring to shared values 

when sbe says: 

. , . the stuff like important to us, like unm, like 

popularity and stuff at school w e  al1 have the same 

answers to it 1 guess you could Say. L i k e  none of us 

like do dmgs or smke or sanething, we al1 have the 

same opinion on that kind of thing..., 

Fiona describes h m  painfui it was for  her when her best 

f riend did "somethhg bad" . 
Shets kind of like my lifeline, if she does scmething 

bad, itt s like; like unami she's gobg out w i t h  Y for 

two mnths now and after the first month they had sex 

and she told about it and 1 almost s ta r ted  crying ' cause 

1 was just so disappointed in her 1 could tell al1 

weekend that she m s  hidi~g scmething f rom me and when 

she told me 1 was very, very, very disappointed. 

The participants turn to each other for aôvice on 

nmerous issues fran han-rk to family strife. Whereas 

wbara is quite cornfortable in role as advisor Jessica, in 

particular, stzuggles. She is * . . . p  retty sure of the advice 

1 'rn giving thm. . . an seferring to her best f riends and f inds 
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it easy to advise both best and ordinary friends when she has 

faced the same problem but she worries about not knowing ". . . 
if itls alrways right, like the right advice 1 I r n  giving them. 

They look for validation of their -iences and their 

@#takeW on what those experiences mean f rart these peers. when 

the roles of aevice giver/receFver are rwersed for Jessica, 

she believes that friends ". . . shauld j u s t  accegt yiou for 

what you ô ~ p  (ha emphasis) , and they, like whatwer you do, 

but they tell you if yau do samething wrcmg, they tell  you, 

they give you advice and they trust yni. * 

The participants found it easiei to aiscuss these 

experiences w i t h  peers because they al1 share the same world; 

a world that they perceive as being one their pareats do no+ 

and m o t  understand. In other words iriends are actively 

involved in bringing each other up. Peer parentiag, howwer, 

is not a replacement or substitute for parental care giving; 

rather it camplemeats it. These girls still t m d  to their 

parents for guidance as well. 

The participants in this study worked to balance their 

desire for closeness (intimacy) in their relationships w i t h  

their neeâ for self protection. Closeness requires 

disclosute, yet disclosute poses a threat since one of their 

gzeatest fears is of being laughed at as Ann -lied when she 

said IV .. . I was afraid that they might rwke fun of m e  if 1 

told thean*..". 
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Relational wertones are found throughout the protocols 

especially when the participants are taiking about 

themselves - When asked to describe thesnselves, for -le, 

the participants mare often than not did so in relational 

te-, using f riends as referents. Fiona, for instance, began 

her self description w i t h  the statement : "1 like everyone . " 
Barbara hopes tha t  she 9mkind of comes across t o  most people 

as a person they can talk to"; a point made by several of the 

girls. Both K e r r y  and Holly imply that a sense of self is 

the relational c o n t e  they are in. Kerry, in 

describing herself says: "It depenâs who 1 rn with because 

with people f don1 t know or that 1 m not very close with 1 

tend to be really shy but if P m  w i t h  my f riends or my family 

or my cousins . . . . and Holly concurs : 

.... 1 guess I1rn the kind of person who if 1 first meet 

you 1, 1 nt pretty shy and quiet  and evezy thing but 

after 1 rneet them for awhile then 1 try to change, like 

1 'rn a b i t  more outgoing and 

These adolescent girls also 

their self develapanent. They are 

self. They are responsive to the 

like loud and stuff 

speak as active agents in 

not passive secipieats of a 

reactions of others yet they 

are also responsive to self kmwledge. They are aware of the 

influence others - c m  have on one's sense of self but do not 

accede that influence when with 
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confidently held self knowledge. Several  self descriptions 

included such c-ts as: others think that I i I  am absolutely 

rn but I ' rn  not, 1 jus+ work hazd to get w h a t  f w a x ~ t . ~ ~  

"Most people th- 1 lm s m a r t  but I'm aot really that pmarrrmm 

and the like. 

In a s-Ut different vein, Connie skillfully presents 

her view of the davalopment of a sense of self as a blend of 

self knowledge and the influence of others. She stands firm 

in her kiowledge of her self as, for instance, having a 

strong persoadlity . . . that a s just  pretty well thereg and 

you don* t like it thatm s OK, whatever" she goes on to 

Say: 

. . . relationships with other people essentially immm 

makes you have an idea of who you are -self ; dm you 

know what 1 mean? L i k e  what other people think of you 

iammi w i l l  influence your own views of yourself . So 1 

feel that if you have lots of friends and therems trust 

between your relationships and you feel confident within 

yourself that peuple, people knaw that  yau are a good 

persan then you in return will have a liking for 

yaurself but if y9u feel tha t  no one, no one loves you 

and trusts you or wants you around you probably won% 

f eel like a vezy decent humn being yaurself . 
Parents are seen as a source of family values that play 

a part in the developaient of a self althaugb some of these 

values nay no longer be important to the adolescents 



themselves. The data reveal an interesting dimension in 

identity formation that is mentioned principaily by the 

participants who are not Caucasian. These girls have and 

display a stsong sense of their cultural heritage in response 

to the influence of  their parents, especially their motbers. 

These mthers, for example, keep the family ldnguage and 

customs alive and their daughtsrs consciously add elemants of 

that hexitage to their identity. Holly describes hetself as: 

... ptetty aware of my cultural background too. because 

my parents keep bringing it up about that and they make 

sure that 1, 1 kept in touch w i t h  my, my culture so 1 

guess fgrn pretty culturally orientated too. .. .I think 

it's probably because of my nan because she made sure 

that imm, that me and my sister, we went to India, like 

quite often so we saw what it was like. and she. she 

speaks the language a lot and then she, she us& to make 

me watch mm m i e s  and stuff in that language and sti l l  

does a little b i t  but now, now 1 do it because 1 like 

watching them, more too like sheg s aaaking me, and she 

makes, she makes, she makes that kind of food and stuff 

so she like, she tries to bring it into my life as much 

as she cari so it sort of bec- an important part of my 

life. 

H o l y  goes on to Say that if her m o t h e r  had not made ber 

f amily language important to her * . . . 1 probably wouldnl t have 

done it myself because 1 live here and it's not, it9s not 
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like sunething that would be part of my life unless she made 

it ,@@ 

Same of the participants, in their self -descriptions, 

spoke of being "independent ", yet this did not translate into 

the *separationW of the separatiaui/indlviduation agenda at 

the q e n s e  of relationships. independence was associated 

with a dislike for being told what to do, and âid not sefer 

to sepaxation/individuation and lin- dwelopment of the 

sense of self. Rather, they taUr of exp~~~lding and 

increasingly ccmplex relationships that challenge their 

d s t i n g  conceptions of who they are, They did not ta- of 

moving away from others in a.ny psychological sense. The 

mutual process they describe is one of incîeasing depth and 

intensity of relationship in an interplay of beîng listened 

to, understood and theref ore knuwn; not just known by others 

but by themselves as well. The self they are referring to is 

a "real self "--an "authentic selfu, 

Relationships, then, are the context in w h i c h  an 

authentic self develops, They are also the context in which 

only part of the authentic self is acposed. In other words 

the process of dweloping an authentic self can be 

f acilitated, hindered or distorted by relationshigs . 
Relationships facilitative to the dwelopnent and 

-ibition of an authentic self - - nwho 1 really amw whether 

they are  w i t h  parents, siblings, f rieads, or other 

significant people have coiimion elemsnts. These elements, so 
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aptly outlined by C o ~ i e  in an earlier quote, are: being 

respected, lwed and cared for, When these qualities are 

present in a relationship "being heardH can happent w h i c h  in 

turn leads to being understood, and to being knuwn through a 

mutual act of listening. It is when they feel ?cnm that the 

participants rLsk wosing their authentic selves. They can 

say anything, do anything; they can do drmib things without 

being judged. They can be %ypera!; a t e m  that describes a 

state of mind and/or a set of physical and emotional 

behaviors as previously outlined, and reiterated here for 

anpinsis and clarity. For Gay being mer means " just  like 

totally running aroundn whereas Dierdre explained it this 

way : 

L i k e  you k m ,  just  totally happy, like everythingl s 

like youlue forgotten about werything and yout re j u s t  

totally like you, you know cleansed and a i l  that and you 

can jus t  like...think freely and like, and you caa like 

do whatever. Yau' re jus t  not afraid to do whatever, you 

know and then you can, like thatls when i t ' s  really easy 

to speak your mina and, 1 donlt know you j us t  ... be able 
to do whatever, and have fun and that.  Joke around a 

lot 

It follows that the absence or the perception of the 

absence of these elements leads to a sense of not being h m  

and to a need to prote= one's authentic self. 



The data contains Ilurneras references to the need t o  

protect the real self f ran hann and hurt and to strategies or 

coping mechanisms used to provide that protection. The 

process of protecting the self involves snother variation of 

the baïancing art; jus+ h m  mch of the real self is it safe 

to rweal and how much bas to be kept hidden. Inherent in 

this process is cantinuotls monitoring of their own and 

others behaviors , including qressions of ewtion, and 

physicality. 

The exgression of onets opinions and/ot knowledge in  a 

classroam, for instance, may leme one vulnerable to derision 

and loss of face, fn other settings the concern nray be 

acceptance or rej ection by an individual or group. Gay 

describes the uncertainties of accurately d e t e m g  whethex 

her desire to be friends w i t h  scxneone is reciprocated. "... 
but i tms kind of bard to define who i s  yaur friend because 

like, like (her emphasis) can be, like they can be pu 

f riend but you donv t know if yout re their friead. Y . . if 
they want your friendsaip. Like rejection is like ~ g p  no rn - - 
bad. ". . . like you just  donmt w a n ~  be refused by people, 

you don t want to be like , like, like brushed off. 

The threat to the self associated w i t h  not being known 

is enormous when not feeling known is a part of the family 

dynamics. F i o n a m s  voice rises and falls to a whisper as she 

revisits sune painful cetontations w i t h  her fathet. In one 
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such incident she suddenly realized that, at that m t ,  she 

hated her father who was insisting that "... if we al1 went 
to (a restauant) wsrything would be better but 1 diidn't 

w a n t  to go because 1 still him and 1 bidn't like that 

because 1 really love my father but 1 just that moment 1 was, 

I hated him." She goes on to say that even though she told 

h i m  trhat she needed to deal w i t h  it really bad. . . . he 

paid no attention. She continues : , I1m not much into 

my family, though 1 love ' em but 1 just feel like 

(she hesitates) they don% care to know arho 1 really am.mm 

Again the issue of being heard cames up: * P m  very scared of 

confronthg th-, they dontt listen and if they do, barely 

hear me.  I get into trouble. 

Protective behaviors included silencing the self, 

protective coloration (chameleon effect), developing an 

'attitude1, 'psychological divorce' and denying or being 

divided f ran one s own knowledge. 

This protective strategy is  an act of litarally keeping 

silent, of saying nothing, when the risk to the self is 

perceived as high. Statements such as; "1 tend to keep things 

to myself, yau knar; if 1 have sanething to Say 1 prob&ly 

wonB+ Say it* or *I dontt know like when I want to Say 

scaiething 1 just think that they (f rieads, in this case) are 

not going to take it seriausly so like I don% Say anything 

at allw are sprinkïed through the participants' protocols. 
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Several participants taîked of assuining the protective 

colouring of the gmup by ixnitating the group8s 

characteristics for the purpose of gaining admission and 

acceptance. Jessica, who views hersalf as a Wunique* person 

who does not "f i t  into nrry categoriesn describes what t h i s  

process is like for her as she interacts w i t h  the various 

groups at school. When she i s  araund different people "then 1 

have to put myself in that situation . . . and 1 have to  ta- 

their languageM and act the way they do. She goes on t o  

acplain that "1 just like try to be what they are, you Imow, 

because 1 kaow that they donut understand me; so 1 try to be 

what they areuu; then she will be liked mubecause they think 

1 'm like themau . She does not like having to do a s ,  she'd 

rather be accepted for who she is but she stands f inn  in her 

belief that . . . it just  doesn't happen in the real world so 

1 just have to cope with it.@u 

It 

Ptotecting the authentic self in relationships i s  not 

limited to relationships with friends. Three of the 

participants talkeâ of not being able to be who they really 

are within their families and of how that is anchored in a 

sense of not being understood and therefore not knuwn. One of 

these three participants described her way of protecting her 

authentic self as developing an guattitude* where attitude is 

manif ested as "totally like taUr back, "yelling, " and "net 
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talking calmly, like hearing both sides of the stories, j u s t  

thinkùlg yaulre right and you just wish everybody w o u l d  leave 

you alone and let you do what you want to do." 

Some of the participants who felt  that they w e r e  no+ 

known in the family and that they could not safely teveal 

their real selves within the family faund that they could do 

so in what might be temed surrogate families; that is some 

of their friendsl families. ûthers fell  back on their 

friends , Caments such as : la. . . they understand me better . 
(ref erring to f riendst families) and "1 feel closer to my 

friends right noww mark active and deliberate efforts to 

acquire a relational context in which they could develop and 

reveal the mal self w i t h o u t  risk. 

The data. however, suggests that neither the smogate 

family nor friends ad-tely compensate for the loss of a 

sense of connection w i t h  family rnembers, particularly w i t h  

their mothers. The three participants whose voices revealed 

such an ongoing loss of coanection also talked of being 

involved in interpersonal situations that placed thern at 

considerable personal risk. Such risk-taking was no+ evident 

in the protocols of the other participants. This suggests to 

me that an ongoing feeling of loss of connection with 

inmecliate family menbers and a search for connection with 

outsiders may well lead to subsequent personal vulnerability. 

both physical and psychological. through poor choices in 
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other relationships, It is important to note that the data 

does not suppom a stmng sense of loss of connection on the 

part of the participants simply because they did not feel 

they cauld talk about %vexythingm w i t h  their parents. This 

loss or absence of a sense of connection was associated with 

long standing perceptions of being misunderstood, not known 

and not really cared about. 

Denial of self knmledge refers to the denia1 of, or 

being divided fran that  which one wknawsw in her heart to be 

true. To do otherwise threatens one's sense of self. 

Inherent, for example, in Fions's realization that  she hates 

her father, yet she loves nim, is a challenge to her sense of 

herself as a loving daughter. But how can this be if she 

hates him? As she says '#But it s confusing because 1 really 

love my f ather, but then at  times (her voice drops) 1 just  

really hate him. * Fiona recounts an incident where, in order 

to malce peace, she apologized for sanething she had no+ done 

onïy to have her fathez spit  at her. She described it thus: 

"... and he just spit in my face and uh he has a horrible 

ternper pyt ha is a. (-hasis is U e )  . To see 

her father as a good fathet is to deny what she knows in her 

heart- - U s  behavior is not that of a good f ather. 

A sense of self not only dwelops in a relational 

context, that self is continuously experienced relationally. 
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In the following exquisitely v o i c e d t e  m i e  is trying to 

describe herself acantextually and, finding it impossible, 

wonders who she would be w i t h o u t  others or if she would even 

be at al1 in the existential sense. Being without friends is 

too awful to contemplate and she draps the topic. 

1 éonv t know, my personality wauld be like 1 guess . . . 1 
don1 t really k n w  . . . . in a way independent but also 

dependent on other people at the same time like, but you 

knaw if 1 didnl t have anybody, like i f  1 d never had 

anybody I 1 d  probably be OK. But you know 1 canlt think 

of myself any 0th- way than 1 am right now like you 

knaw w i t h  my ftiends and my f d l y  and everythiag and 1 

guess like 1 lm caring because you knw 1 c a e  about my 

f riends too, you know if my f riends wouldnl t be my 

fric W r e  . . . . hopefully that will never happen. 

Same girls in this study ta- of the i n t a  relatedness 

of selves that occuirs in best friendships. As stated earlier, 

they use descriptors like second half ", lgparts of a j igsaw* , 

"my darker side" and the like when referring to  these 

frienâs. In other words, they -ence the self in w h a t  

might be considered a symbiotic relationship. Tha+ is not to 

say they are *fuse& or umerged9g in any maladaptive sense; 

they rezmin quite clear about the existence of a separate 

self. Aan, for -le, used the j igsaw metaphor in which she 

and het best f riend shared many characteristics "and we sort 

of get together like a jigsaw puzzle because 1 f i t  iato her 
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places where she is very weak and she fits into my places 

where P m  really weak. Barbara saw herself as having t w o  

halves, she is one and her best f riend is the other. The 

friend was not a %etter halfn, but she was a "second halfu; 

and Fiona, envious of her best friendvs rebelliousness, 

describes the f riend as "ber darkerr (that is, rebellious) 

side". The self, then, is experienced relationally in best 

f riendships and is conplemented by the best f riend' s self. 

Çiurimar_v 

Quintessential to the dwelopment of an authentic self 

is t o  feel understooâ and thus to be %mwnl by self, and by 

significant others . To be undersfax3 and thus known requires 

being listened to, which in turn requires being respected. 

loved and cared about . 
As indicated in chaptes three, the study participants 

came from diverse social, econanic and racial backgrounds 

incluâing both visible minority and nmjority e-c origins. 

yet these variations are not genetally reflectecï in the 

thenatic or the process findings. The content of the 

f indings, for the most part. crosses both ethnic and claes 

lines w i t h  one important exception. Participants who are not 

Caucasian have and display a stong sense of their cultural 

heritage as part of thefr identity; the Caucasian 

participants did not talk about their ethnicity. 



Adolescent girlsn psychological dwelgpanent, 

specifically, the develcpent of a sense of seif, does not 

j u s t  happen. The sense of "who 1 amfii wolves in a relational 

c o n t e  camprised of important people in their lives. The 

adolescent girl is an active participant bath in the 

formation of her sense of self and in the establishment and 

maintenance of relationships conducive to the dwelopment and 

use of that authentic self. To facilitate the developnent of 

a sense of an authentic self the context in which this 

psychologicaï development takes place (relationships) mst be 

one in w h i c h  each person is listened to, ~11derstood and 

therefore known to the other and to oneself. Such processes 

will only occur when the relationship i s  anchored in mutual 

respect, love and caring. Whea being listened to, understood 

and known are miss- or perceived to be missirig frm the 

relationship over time, confidence in that sense of Inwho 1 

really am" is threatened and the relationship no longer 

serves a facilitative purpose. 

Process Findings 

In the course of preparing for and conducting the 

various intedews, several process issues became dwious, 

one of which was how 1 could get the participants "hookedga 

into the project as co-researchers, not just as data 

producing objects. Whaf worked well occurred either in the 
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inforinal conversation about the project that twk place in 

the pmcess of setting the stage for the interviews or in the 

initial phase of the interview itself. Faces lit up and eyes 

sparkled w h e ~  I suggested that although a great deal of 

material had been written about adolescents, it had been 

producad by adults, and I was no+ sure how nuch of i+ 

accuately reflected the adolescent experience, and that 1 

wanted to taUc directly with adolescents to get their views.  

Il 

The phrase "1 don% knowm was used by al1 the 

participants &ring the interviews. In scme cases it seemed 

to be a natural and straightforvard response to a question 

posed by me or by the participant herself as she described an 

event or situation. A t  other points in same of the interviews 

the "1 don% )moran response seemed to be iacongruous since 

the reeponse was followed imaeàiately by an answer; one that 

was often thoughtful and rich in detail. 1 suggest that. 

although this pattern of speech might j us t  be a habit, it 

might also be an indicator of a self that for sane reason is 

denying, or is divided f rom, its own knawledge as is 

describeâ by Gilligan (1990) . 

1 was equally puzzled by a third "1 don% knowN response 

that occurred when 1 asked a participant to describe herself. 

Wnen pressa she simply said that she did not judge herself 

and so she did not know. 1 returned to the topic of self 
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description toward the end of that interview and d i s c o v a e  

that the real reason she wdi&'t knawH was that she did not 

"want  +O say the nong thing. When assureci tha t  there w e r e  

no right answers and no wrong anmuers she was able to begin. 

This discovery occurred in the third of the first round of 

interviews and was iacorporated into subsequent interviews 

when 1 sensed that an observed uncertainty on the part of the 

participant might reflect a right answer/-ng C U ~ G W ~  

quandary- 

Same of the participants prbvided advance notice of 

important disclosures or canplex explkatory stoties by a 

variable sequence of vabal and body languages. Tha sequence 

is: a deep breath, and postural change, followed by an 

emphatic verbal Y L K . ~ '  and the beginning of the disclosura or 

the explication (although the deep breath saoietimes follwed, 

rather than preceded, the O. K. ) . This si- focused my 

attention, not so mch on the words themselves, but on the 

probability that w h a t  came after the signal was more 

important to the participant than the actual words spoken 

might suggest. 
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Discussion 

W h a t  began as an exploration of the relationships 

adolescent girls have w i t h  significant others in their lives 

and the role those relationships play in the their 

psychological devalopment gadually, in one sense, took on a 

life of its own and became both a rwelation and a 

celebation of adolescent girls' relational ski11 develogment 

and an indietment of prevailing (traditional) paychological 

theory and of the science that served as its empiriail base. 

This chapter includes a discussion of prevailing 

traditional dwelopmental theories in l ight  of the findSngs 

in this study and a discussion of the resonance between 

ewlving theoties of vamen% devalogment and those findings. 

Friendships are singled out for part ieulu  attention. The 

requisite discussions of the limitations of this stuw, its 

utility and its contribution ta the body of knowledge as well 

as directions for iurther research camplete the chapter. 

Traditional develapmental theory w i t h  its f ocus on 

sepazation and individuation as both a process and goal of 

identity formation and paychological maturity does no+ appear 

to  describe w a m n  @ s developmeatal experience. This 

observation led Miller (1984) and others to pose the question 

"Do only men have a self, and not women? (p. 1) . Miller goes 

on to identify two  major problems wi+h prevailing Western 
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psychological thought that contribute to a s  absence of f i t ,  

One is the imrisibility of w h a t  she calls 8s ... the 
intricacies of huniaa interconnectionsa (p. 1) in traditional 

dwelapnental theory building. Aïthmgh Erikson, Blos, 

Sullivan, Maslow, and the like appear to acknmledge the 

reality of himian -terpersonal telationships, the 

significance of mch relationships in human development and 

in particular in the deveïopment of a sense of self, se- to 

disappear . 
Erikson's d e l ,  for instance, stipulates that the 

formation of an identity must precede the dwelopanent of the 

capacity for intimacy and Sullivan's interpersonal theory 

insists that interpersonaï skills (the capacity for intiniacy) 

must precede the forniation of an identity. Yet these two 

theorists (and others) apparently do not give creâence to the 

possibility that these processes actually occur 

sirmiltillleausly as they faL1 back on the assmption of 

separation/individuation as the only healthy -del of 

psychological dweiapsnent. This is particularly puzzling in 

light of the fact that Sullivan (1950) se- to imply that 

there is no such thing as individualism. 

Separation/indivibiration theorists do not appear to make the 

comection between the canons of such a theory and the 

cultural ideology of West- social thought which ~ l o r i z e s  a 

mythical " independent ", 4uautonomousw indiviaal as the 
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epitcune of niaturity and whose characteristics can be seen to 

describe the ikon of the white prof essional male. 

The second and related problesn Miller identifies is 

theory blindness to wcmonl s dwe1opmentai experiences . 
Gilligan (1989) i n  the preface to Haking Connections draw 

these two points together when she points out that adolescat 

girls1 Icnowledge and expezience of human interconnection is 

conspicuously absent from descriptions of psychological 

dwelapment . 

Interwuven throughout this research are descriptions of 

relationships and of adolescent girls psychological 

developnient or more specifically the develapanent of a sense 

of self, w i t h i n  the c o n t e  of those relationships: accounts 

that do no+ support the androcentric notion of development 

thtough a process of psychological separation fmm others. An 

overarching theme throughout the data is one of a relational 

contact in which interpersonal skills are han& and a sense 

of an individual or dif ferentiated self evolves. 

Lauries s eloquent musings on who she would be, or even 

if she wauld k in the absence of telationships, and her 

sefise of hereelf as a caring petson (relational) because she 

cares for her frienâs is just one exemplar. 

ûther themes in the data include the importance of 

mtrlality in connection w i t h  others ami the potential for 
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individual growth w i t h i n  relationships. These factors f i t  

well w i t h  important eieaients in relational theory such as 

Surrey's (1990) self -in relation theory, Gilligant s (1982 1 

theory of wanals  moral developmnt (1982) and Miller's 

(1988) treatise on connections, disconnections and 

violations, 

When 1 stepped back fran the individual protocols and 

reflected upon the data as a whole 1 was struck by the 

participants' focus on their aga-niate friendships and their 

investment of themselves in those relationships. As reported 

in the findings, f riends aPB friendships w e r e  variously 

described as part of the process of self definition; 00 

provfaing a c o n t e  for feedback, for reflection, for 

validation, for safety, and for peer-pazenting amongst many 

other things. It appeared that it was primarily w i f h i n  the 

c o n t e  of friendships that these girls developed and refined 

their xelational skills, 

As a msequence of this observation, and in a c c o ~ c e  

with the parameters of qualitative research, a further data- 

driven literature rwiew was conducted; one that focused on 

fernale same-sex frieadships. What little research was 

available se- to be divided between studies of friendships 

between older wcxnen and/or w e r e  gMder camparative studies of 

friendship. Neverthelees, some friendship elenents ident i f ia  

in these studies as imgortant in famale same-sex friendships 
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w e r e  a lso singled out by my pasticipants as important, for  

example, trustworthiness, shared disclosutes (Konopka, 1983 1 , 

confiders and trustables (Eabchuk & Anderson, 1989) , and 

emotional sharing (Aukett, R i t c h i e ,  & Mill, (1988 )  ; intimacy. 

enj oyment and nuturance (Sapaain, 1988) . 
One notable exception to the older -/gender 

camparative research foci was Becker's (1987) 

phen-ological study of best f riends Although het 

participants were somewhat older than those in tais study 

(twenty-one and in college) there are numemus camnonalties. 

In foantlating a structural description of friendship Becker 

su~tpnarizes her &ta as follows: 

Friendship is a loving relationship that develogs in a 

shared world created between the friends. For women, 

friendship consists of an evolving dialogue based on 

attributes of care, swing, conmitment, freedorn, 

respect, t ~ s t  and equality. It is a relationship that 

enables each woman t o  be engaged in her own pursuits, 

her friendsp wetiences and her other telationships. As 

such, friendship provides a c o n t e  for each wieariao 

becaning herself, personally and interpersonally 

(p* 65 )  0 

These elements-loving and caring, respect, trust, a 

shared world, a personally and intezpersonally snabling 

environment - -encompass the importance of being )mm to self 

anci other and run through the clusters of themos identified 
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as i n t a g a l  to the experience of relationships w i t h  friends 

in this study. 

The limitations of this study are addressed on two  

lwels: the m e t h o d o l o g y  of choice and the study itself. 

Qualitative research methodology in gen-1 does n a  

foster genezalization, in the statistical sense, to other 

populations and it would be inappropriate do so. Rathm the 

focus is limited to the study micipaafs themselves and the 

findings are not as- to be applicable to any other 

individuals or grougs of individuals. 

Issues of reliability and validity in qualitative 

reseazch do not confonn to the canons of the quantitative 

research paradigm. Replicability, that is, coherence or 

correspondence is not a criterion for evaluating walitative 

t e s e a r a  (Brocklsman, 1980) . 9lhat is a criterion for such an 

evaluaticm is whethet the finBings nidre sense to readers when 

they adapt the tesearcherme viewpoint (Gio - i ,  1975,): a d ,  

in addition, to the readers, to the pazticipants and ta othet 

investigators (Stiles , 1993) . 
P h e n o r n e n o l o g i d  research focuses on the identification 

and description of the phenanenon under investigation rather 

than on the participants per se, that is, on the essential 

nature of the phenanenon. Thus the findings may be seen to be 

generalizable. By tais 1 mean that those essential aspects of 
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the pheacmenon w i l l  be seen in 0th- groups taking part in 

studies of f s;uneegaxregardless of the group 

ccanposition (Oeorgi, 1971) . Becker (1978, 1987) adds to 

Giorgi ' s (197 5 ) evaluation criterion in the f ollawing 

statement pertaining specifically to phenmenologic~ 

research: 

. . .the validity of one v i e w  of an essential structure of 

a phenmenon lies in how well it resonates w i t h  the 

readerp s lived experiences of that phenoanenon, and 

w h e t h e r  it gives the reader a better, holistic 

understanding (Becker, 1987, p. 69 1 . 
st- 

The data w e r e  collected at a point in time in a 

devel-ental process that, had that data been gathered over 

t h e ,  might have rwealeâ important nuances of change. 

Related t o  this point is the fact that a full year elapsed 

from the time of the interviews until the findings were  made 

available to the participants for their input. The feedback 

frcm two of the participants while supportive of the findings 

in general, did indicate that that was then and they, 

themselves, had changed in the interval. 

As the researcher Z had little or no detailed 

information about the participants family dynaniics or 

previous dwelopnental meriences ; factors t h a t  have been 

fouad to be important in self develapment (Carlton, 1992 1 . 
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On a mors philosophical level, this study did not take 

into consid-tion two factors that 1 beliwe need to be 

considered in any reseamh into wamen's -ience of 

relationships and self developnsnt. One of these factors 

pertains to the socio-cultural-historia1 milieu in waich 

these young girls and 1 as a participant/tesearchsr live. The 

participantts relationships are in the tradition of our time. 

By way of ecplaiaing w h a t  1 mean by thLs statansnt it is 

importmt to be aware that, ptior to World W a r  II vçmen's 

developanent, for the most part, took place in the n9hameu be 

it the biological hane or the work hane that is, the hame- 

like environment of dumestic senrice (wyMe & Frader, 1979). 

Certainly this is not the case now. The second and related 

factor is that theories in psychology caa be seen to be 

cuituraily driven (Samgson. 1977, 1985). 

This study is also limited by my inqerience in 

conduceing a phenanenologically bas- researcb pro j art .  

Phenomenology is not easy for the neophyte! 

Despite the limitations autlined above, this stuw 

contributes to the understanding of adolescent girls * 

relationships, paxticularly their same-sex f r i e h i p s ,  and 

the m e r  in which these friendships impact on the 

dwelagmnnt of a sense of self. Ilie classification of friends 

as best friends, close friends and or- or plain friends 
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and the correspoading classification of friendships provide 

insight into the canglexities of those relationshigs. In 

addition thLs study provides a structure for understanding 

the essatial aspects of the particular friendship 

categories . 
Because this stum specifically isvolved adolescent 

girls, it broadens the support for the inclusion of 

friendships as essential to any theory of woxnenls develapnnent 

by adding a younger and more diverse group of participants to 

the existing literature. 

1 f , as has been -lied by Gilligan (199 Ob) researchers 

and theozists are indeed . enroute to a new psychol~gy of 

adolescence and of w a m ~ *  (p 5 )  it is essential, 1 beliwe, 

tha t  women's relational skills and their friendships be 

situated in wrwn's developslzental theory. In a like m e r ,  

any new psychology of adolescence will neeâ to include 

adolescent girls ' capacity to f onn meaningfùi f riendships as 

a matker of the dweloyinental process. Without such 

recognition a major task undertaken by girls during 

adolescence will remain hidden f rom v i e w  in the scientif ic 

literature. 

mezasw 

The insights into adolescent gidsl relationships, 

particularly their friendships, gained in this stuw have the 
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potential to expaad the horizons of clinical pactitionets. 

The notion of peer or age-mate groupe as msitiw influences 
on adolescents and as aeming as a t r a i n i n g / l m g  g r w d  

for the develapsnent of interpesonaï social skills challenges 

the p r e ~ i l i n g  assimiption of peer groups as sanehow 

inherently haxmful (Greggs , 1988 ) . 
Having a confidante- irntariably a best friend- - was of  

particular ianportance to  the parricipants in this study. In 

light of this f inding, clinicians anB youth workers niay w a n t  

to assess for the existence of a peer friendship group 

including a best friend in the lives of troubled adolescent 

girls w i t h  wham they work. given the connection between 

depression in wamen and the absence of a confidante in their 

lives (Brown & Harris, 197 8 ;  Costello. 1982) . 
ïnsight into the importance. duting adolescence. of 

being heard in order to be understood and thus knmn may 

assist family therapists working on family and individual 

developmental issues. 

This study imrolved eleven participants who provided a 

rich body of âata, the cammon elemsnts of -ch appeared to 

cross ethnic and class lines. Was this an ahifact of the 

participant group size? W m l d  a larger participant graup. for 

instance, have -sed as simglistic same of the f inaings by 
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niakiag visible nuances not obvious in an elwen-memb- 

reseaxch participant group? 

For the most part, the participants in this study 

appeared to be fully functioning adolescents. Th- w e r e  age- 

appropriately successful acaddcally; sme held jobs and 

many w e r e  iwolved in extraauriculair activities. This 

observation ra ises  at least two questions; w h a t  would a group 

of troubled adolescents reveal about their f riendships in 

particular, and, if these relationships were  different, hau 

might that knowledge be useful to the clinician or the youth 

worker? 

t- 

Lopez (1992 ) points to the dearth of work done on 

parentfadolescent interactions; if we are to understand 

adolescent girls fi develapnent (and bays, for that matter) 

this deficiency needs to be addressed. 

Four process findings were reported in Chapte Pour, 

thtee of which, 1 suggest, merit furthes stuby. These are: 

participant use of the phrase "1 donfit knowii, the related 

issue of right/wrong answers anâ participant use of a signal 

to indicate a forthcoming inrportant âisclosure or an 

explication of a salient exgerience. The question i s :  "Were 

these behaviors merely mifacts in this particulaz: study 
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that , perbaps , resuïted fram sane unobservable interaction of 

my interviewhg style, the participants ' response styles, the 

inherent deniand characteristics present and the likesH 

C m - @  

Probably the most urgent avenue of further inguiry is a 

campanion study of adolescent males1 f riendships. Just  as 

kn-g more about the essential nature of friendships for 

adolescent girls makes it possible and desirable to situate 

f riendships in wunenl s dwelapsnental process (Becker ,  1987 ) 

sa too, f suggest, would IcnOWiXlg more about adolescent boys ' 

friendships be helptul in detenniaing whether or not, the 

sarne case could be made for the inclusion of same scrv 

adolesceat friePdships in male developnent. Such a 

detennination might anmer the question of whether the 

essential nature of adolescent f rieadships is directed more 

by gender or, for instance, by simgly behg an adolescent. 

In siminary, infamation gaiaed in this stuây illuminates 

a fascinating world of  adolescent girls' relationships, 

particularly their same-sex friendsbips; a relationai world 

that has received little positive atteation from 

devel-ta1 theozists. The infonaation gaineâ supports the 

current contention by wamn-centered theorists, tbat any 

theory of feaiale adolescence os any theory of waaienvs 

developmeat in general, mst make adolescat girlst 

relational capacities and campetencies visible. The 

information gai- has implications for clinical, guidance 



a d  research practitioners. If, as counsellors, mentors, 

youth workers and the like, we are to understand the lived 

weriences of adolescents in out caze it is impeative that 

we listen to their descriptions of their ecperiences spoken 

in their wices. Only thea will they be )aiown. 
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Appendix A 

L e t t e r  to Parents 

Dear parent, 

Over the past two yeazs I have been iaMlved in a 

research project entitled Tbe developaat of young gir ls:  

Themes of copnection and responsibility conducted by Dr. 

Kathleen Cairns of the University of Calgary and Dr. Jean 

C l a n d i n i n  of the University of Alberta. That research is 

sertring as background information for a second stu* in which 

1 will be exploring, in greater d m ,  themes of connection 

and resgonsibility in the lives of adolescent girls. 

The purpose of this letter is to request yaur support 

should your daughter be willing to volunteer for this new 

pro j ect . 
This second study will require eignt adolescent girls 

who are between twelve and fifteen years of age, who attend 

area schools. and who w e r e  not péut of the original project. 

B e g i n n i n g  in June, 1994 1 will be conducting thzee interviews 

w i t h  each of the girls at a time and place most cornrenient 

for you ami for them. 

Prior to beginning work w i t h  the girls, an extensive 

discussion about the project vil1 be held w i t h  you and your 

daughter, at your cornenience. If you are w i l l i n g  to have 

your daughter participate, the attacha parental consent f orm 

is the one you would be asked to sign. 
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f will take every precautiosl to ensute that cosifidential 

information about your daughter is protected, should she 

voluteer for the project. 

1 am a Pn.D, studnnt at the University of Calgary and my 

work in this p m j e  will be -mpemised by Dr. = t h l a  

Cairns, Associate Professor, Dnivetsity of Calgary. 

Thaak you for your casidera+ion o t  this -est. 

Sincerely yours, 

R o b i n  G r e g g s  



AppMdiX B 

Parent/Gwrdian coslsent Form 

I/We, the undersigned, grant penaission for 

to participate in the resedlrch proj ect 

mtitled 'An Exploration of the Reïational Emeri&flces of 

Adolescent Girls ' , if she ie interested in taking ph. 

I/we d e r s t a n d  tha t  such consent means that 

will participate in three 

interviews of one-two hours in length to be heïd at a time 

and place of your and her coaveaience; th& a full 

description of the staaây vil1 be discussed w i t h  you before it 

begins; that I / W ~  and she will be able to contact/meet w i t h  

the researcher at any time W o t e ,  &ring and/or after the 

project; that I/We will not have access to any interview 

materials; that w/our casent is required for 

patticipation; that she may w i t h d r a w  fmat the s t w  at  any 

tirna: that her i-tity and confidentiality will be pzotected 

as prwiously autlined; and that she will aesist in the 

verificaticm of the findings pertinent to her intdews. 

Signature nate: 

Parmlt/Guardian 

Signature : nate: 
Participant 



Appendix C 

Questions 

The questions listed belw sesved as guidelines for the 

intervieus aad w e r e  supp1ewnted w i t b  such pr-s and 

clarifying qpeetians as w e r e  appropriate in each dialogue. 

How Would yai describe yourseif to yau self? 

In w h a t e v e r  way you wish, please. tell m e  about yout 

relationships with the people in yaur life that w e r e  or are 

inpo-t ta you. 



Appendix D 

L e t t e r  to Participants Accampanyiag Findings 

Hi. 

A t  long last here is a first draft of the findings frm our 

interviews. As I mention- on the phone would you reaà this 

and give m e  scme feedback, phase. H e m  are a f w  ideas for 

feedback that  you might think about as you read: 

- 1s there anything missing and if so w h a t  is it? 

- 1s there anything that you think should be left out and if 

so what? 

- Do any points need mare or less -sis? 

1 may have included points that were not part of your own 

experiences in your relatiooships w i t h  -le impoztant to 

you. If that is so, do these points make sense to you bas& 

on what you know about other relationships? 

It doesntt matter if things have changed for you since w e  did 

the interviews; w h a t  is important, howwer, is that the 

feedback relates to  how things were at the time of the first 

two interviews. 

Any questions? P l e a s e  feel free t o  phone m e  at 

283-8679. Eihny, many thanks for doing this for me. 

R o b i n .  



Sample of Data Analysis 



S i g n i f  icant Formulated Clusters of 
Protocol Statements Meaninqs Meaninqs 

Ununni..mostly for me it's Truth and honesty Friends 
the truth and honesty 
sort of t h i n q  cause 1 
know that they,  l i k e  
I've nevex lied to them. 
They,  I know theyod 
never lie to me. 1 guess Really truthful 
we're really truthful w i t h  each other 
w i t h  each other, like 1 

Mutuality 

know it8s just t h e  fact 
that 1 can tell them I can tell - - them Mutuality 

Relationship 
cluster 

~elationship 
cluster and self 

cluster 

anything and they would, anyt hing 
tliey wouldn't go around 
t e l l i n g  everyone . 








